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國 立 政 治 大 學 研 究 所 碩 士 論 文 提 要 

研究所別：語言學研究所 

論文名稱：漢語多義情態動詞的連用結構：語意與語用之互動 

On the Construction of Multiple Polysemous Modal Verbs in Mandarin 

Chinese: The Semantics-Pragmatics Interface 

指導教授：張郇慧 

研究生：吳光中 

論文提要內容：(共一冊，兩萬三千七百零二個字，分五章) 

本論文藉由系統性地闡述情態語意詮釋與情態動詞連用結構之間的關係來解

釋限制漢語多義情態動詞(應該、要、會、可以、能)連用詞序的機制。首先本文

作者指出以 Lyons (1977)及 Palmer (2001)為首的描述性導向分析方法無法全面性

地解釋所有漢語多義情態動詞連用的可能性，於是本文採用 Klinge (1993)的語意

與語用互動分析方法並認為所有情態動詞本身只含有單一核心語意而且共享「潛

在性」(POTENTIALITY)語意來預測未證實的情狀描述(SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION)是否說明實際語境形勢(WORLD SITUATION)的可能性，而此

未證實的情狀描述所身處的語境主要分為兩大情狀類型：事件型情狀描述

(WORLD-EVENT)和主語型情狀描述(AGENT-EVENT)。此外，經由逐一定義每個

多義情態動詞的核心語意之後作者發現情態動詞說明未證實的情狀描述與實際

語境形勢之間關係的預測強度是影響漢語多義情態動詞連用結構中詞序限制的

主要因素；作者也舉出英語方言中的情態助動詞連用情形來證明本研究中所採用

的語意與語用互動分析方法之下的概括性結論在跨語言間可以獲得普遍性支持。 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to formulate a schematic representation of modal 

form-meaning correspondence to explicate the mechanism governing the ordering 

constraint of Chinese polysemous modal verbs – YINGGAI 應該, YAO要, HUI 會, KEYI

可以, NENG 能– in one utterance. We first point out the traditional 

descriptive-oriented approach argued by Lyons (1977) and Palmer (2001) cannot 

comprehensively explain all possible Chinese modal co-occurrence. Hence, the 

alternative semantics-pragmatics interface approach suggested by Klinge (1993) in 

this study argues that various modal interpretations are not encoded in modal lexemes 

but induced by the following inference process: the modal verbs which share the same 

semantic field of POTENTIALITY specify the correspondence between the unverified 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION of two major situation types, i.e. WORLD-EVENT and 

ANGENT-EVENT, and the referential situation in real world, i.e. WORLD SITUATION. 

Besides, according to the systematic account for different core meanings of each 

Chinese polysemous modal verb, we also claim that the STRENGTH of prediction 

represented by each polysemous modal verb to the POTENTIAL correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION governs the ordering 

restriction in Chinese multiple-modal construction. This generalization of our 

alternative methodology in this study is also supported by the English double-modal 

construction in several English dialects, in which it implies our present framework is 

universal across languages.  
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

It has raised much attention how human expresses their emotion in daily 

conversation and how these expressions are interpreted and realized in utterances. For 

a thorough discussion of this issue, the concept of Modality has long been a major 

focus of interest for semanticists, grammarians, and philosophers (Lyons, 1977; 

Perkins, 1983; Coates, 1983; Palmer, 1990, 2001; Hofmann, 1993; Bybee et al., 1994; 

Bybee & Fleischman, 1995). As Palmer (2001) indicated, this semantic-grammatical 

element expresses speaker’s opinion or attitude toward the proposition of utterance 

and realized as different grammatical categories cross-linguistically, such as verbs, 

adverbs, adjectives, auxiliaries, etc.  

If speakers are confronted with modal expressions in their native language, 

especially those that contain a modal verb, they are immediately able to interpret these 

expressions as being either epistemic or non-epistemic. The question is what means 

enable the speakers to interpret these modal expressions accurately. Some may argue 

that the meaning of an utterance containing a modal verb is inferred from the meaning 

of the modal itself. What we need is just an appropriate way of accounting for the 

meaning of the modal verb in an utterance. In fact, Wu (2009: 50-58) points out that 

the modern Chinese modals are originally lexical verb but later have lost most their 
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lexical meaning diachronically due to the process of grammaticalization so as to have 

acquired many semantic/pragmatic functions, namely they are polysemous. So it 

seems plausible that we can acquire the accurate modal interpretation by examining 

the insight of polysemous modal verbs. However, when we encounter multiple-modal 

construction (discussed in a later section), which can allow two or three modal verbs 

to co-occur in one sentence in Mandarin Chinese, we cannot solely depend upon the 

particular modal verb used but take the aspects beyond word level into consideration. 

Thus, in order to account for the fact that modal meaning is readily recognized as such 

we should consider other factors that may control the selection of appropriate modal 

interpretation, such as the syntactic environment or the semantic contribution of the 

different parts of the utterance. 

1.1 Motivation and Purpose 

In recent decades the modal construction also has raised an extensive attention. 

Much of the literature (Coates, 1983; Hofmann, 1993; Bybee et al., 1994; Heine, 1995) 

takes semantic or syntactic approaches to analyze the modal construction and 

observes that there are many similarities cross-linguistically. In terms of Chinese, 

various proposals have been made to account for how various modal interpretations 

are realized in syntactic structure (Chao, 1968; Li and Thompson, 1981; Lin and Tang, 

1995; Tang and Tang, 1997; Huang, 1999; Huang, 2009). Among the several syntactic 
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properties of Chinese modals, one is worth to be addressed: the multiple-modal 

construction. Unlike English, Mandarin Chinese allows the possibility of 

co-occurrence of modal verbs, as in (1): 

(1)  a. *He can will come.  

b. 他 應該 會 答應跟我們去旅行 

      ta  yinggai hui  daying   gen  women  qu luxing 

      he  should would promise  with  us     go travel 

          ‘It is supposed that he would be likely to agree to go traveling with us.’ 

However, if we examine the multiple-modal construction closely, we can see some 

ordering restrictions are at work, as in (2): 

(2) *他 會 應該 去上學 

    ta  hui  yinggai  qu shangxue 

    he  will  should  go school 

In addition, there exist some polysemous modal verbs in Chinese modal system, such 

as hui 會, neng 能, yao 要, yinggai 應該, keyi 可以. Because these polysemous modal 

verbs seem to encode multiple-layer of modality interpretation, it is plausible that 

there exist rich multiple-modal constructions in Mandarin Chinese. However, the data 

of Chinese modal adjacency shown in Huang’s (1999) study are very restricted and 

these polysemous modal verbs cannot be stacked in one sentence randomly.  

In early time, Chao (1968:609-610) argues that modal verbs can co-occur in one 
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sentence. Such as hui yao會要, hui neng會能, hui ken會肯, keyi hui可以會, gai yao

該要, yinggai keyi應該可以, but he didn’t explain the ordering restriction of modal 

co-occurrence. Her (2008) assumes Chinese modal system has two dimensions: 

speaker-oriented and subject-oriented. He observes that speaker-oriented modals 

always precede subject-oriented modals. See the following examples: 

(3) *他 能 可能 唱歌 

    ta  neng  keneng  changge 

    he  can   possible  sing 

   ‘It is possible that he can sing.’ 

(4) *他 願意 必須 唱歌 

     ta   yuanyi    bixu   changge 

     he   willing to  must  sing 

    ‘It is obligatory that he is willing to sing.’ 

We can see the dynamic modals neng ‘can’ and yuanyi ‘willing to’ cannot occur 

before either epistemic modal keneng ‘possible’ or deontic modal bixu ‘must’. He also 

further divided speaker-oriented into possibility and obligation while subject-oriented 

into volition and capacity. Tsao (1993) also generates some possible patterns of 

Chinese modal sequence: 

(5)            1               2       3A/B 

epistemic(yinggai, keneng) + hui + deontic/dynamic 

(a) keneng+hui(1+2 or 1+3B) 
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(b) yinggai+keyi(1+3A or 1+3B) 

(c) hui+yao(2+3B) 

(d) yinggai+hui+ken(1+2+3B) 

Following Tsao’s (1993) generalization, Zheng (2001) adopts threefold classification 

of Chinese modal system and also has similar findings on Chinese modal sequence 

based on corpus-based approach. She observes the real usage of Chinese modal 

sequence can be generated into three basic patterns: epistemic+deontic, 

epistemic+dynamic and deontic+dynamic. Guo (1994) also claims that the order of 

multiple-modal construction in Chinese is not arbitrary. The order should be 

epistemic>deontic>dynamic and Huang (1999) further argues the multiple-modal 

construction logically has four variants of multiple-modal expressions as follows: 

I. epistemic > deontic 

II. deontic > dynamic 

III. epistemic > dynamic 

IV. epistemic > deontic > dynamic 

In sum, these studies assure that there exists restriction of multiple-modal 

co-occurrence but what mechanism governs this ordering constraint is still needs to be 

discovered. Also currently we are not sure whether any modal verbs can randomly 

co-occur in one sentence.  

Therefore, what interests us is how one specific modal interpretation of 
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polysemous modal verb is selected when filling in this construction. Though these 

previous studies have reached agreement that epistemic modal verbs and 

non-epistemic modal verbs are merged at different level, in which can provide a 

fundamental explication to multiple-modal construction in Mandarin Chinese, there is 

still very little consensus among them as to the best way to formulate a general 

representation to predict such modal adjacency restriction. As a result, in the present 

study we propose that such association is not arbitrary but may be restricted by some 

mechanisms, e.g. the interaction between linguistic semantics of each polysemous 

modal verb and sentence pragmatics in this construction. So the goal of this thesis 

aims to explore this correspondence between modal structure and modal interpretation 

in Mandarin Chinese so that we can find out a better solution to account for every 

possible distribution of the multiple-construction of Chinese polysemous modal verbs.  

1.2 Data Collection 

Most usages and wordings of examples in this thesis are extracted from two main 

Chinese corpora online: Academia Balanced Corpus and GigaWord Corpus. In 

Academia Balanced Corpus, the collected texts are classified based on five criteria: 

genre, style, mode, topic and source so it is representative enough of modern Chinese 

language. However, through the data extraction process, we find that the 

multiple-modal construction seldom occurs in Sinica Corpus. Therefore, for the 
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validity of explicating the interaction between modal construction and modal 

interpretation, we extract more modal co-occurrence samples in GigaWord Corpus, 

which contains about 1.1 billion Chinese characters, including more than 700 million 

characters from Taiwan’s Central News Agency, and nearly 400 million characters 

from China’s Xinhua News Agency. For the sake of comparison and emphasis, some 

self-created sentences and examples in other studies are also included in this thesis. In 

addition, in the present study, the data source of all examples from corpus or other 

literatures will be noted followed by the example. Otherwise, the instances are 

introspected if no data source specification.  

1.3 Outline of Thesis 

Chapter I gives the brief but insightful introduction of this study. Chapter II reviews 

previous literatures on Modality issue including syntactic approach and 

semantics-pragmatics interface approach. Chapter III explicates different modal 

interpretations of Chinese polysemous modal verbs. Chapter IV accounts for the 

multiple-modal construction in Mandarin Chinese. Chapter V concludes this study.  
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CHAPTER II 

Literature Review 

In this chapter, we will mainly review two types of studies on Modality in 

Mandarin Chinese: a syntactic approach and a semantics-pragmatics interface 

approach. The syntactic studies investigate the syntax of modals within the framework 

of Chomskian approach while the semantic-pragmatic studies explore various senses 

of modal interpretation via the examination of interaction between intrinsic lexical 

semantics and structural implication of utterance. In the first part, we will begin with 

the syntactic exposition and then point out their deficiency in capturing the insight of 

Chinese modal system. Before going into the discussion of syntactic framework, we 

will first explicate the criteria of Chinese modal verbs for determining the final list of 

Chinese modal verbs in the present research. In the second part, in terms of semantic 

and pragmatic research, we will compare the descriptive-oriented works done by 

Lyons (1977), Coates (1983) and Palmer (1990, 2001) with the relevance analysis 

postulated by Sweetser (1990), Klinge (1993) and Papafragou (2000).  

2.1 Syntactic Approach 

2.1.1 Syntactic Status of Chinese Modal Verbs 

Modality can be expressed by different syntactic categories. In English, for 

example, modality can be interpreted as modal auxiliaries such as may, might, and 
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should, in modal verbs such as assume or allow, and in modal adverbs such as 

possibly or certainly. In Chinese, on the other hand, Tang and Tang (1997) specify that 

Chinese modal system can be expressed in modal particles such as ba in ‘ta zou le ba

他走了吧’ and ne in ‘ni shuo hao bu hao ne?你說好不好呢?’ and in modal adverbs 

such as huoxu ‘maybe’ and dagai ‘perhaps’ and so on. However, their status and the 

criteria for identifying them are still controversial issues in Chinese linguistics. Some 

argue that Chinese modal verbs belong to verbs, but are different from full verbs (Lin 

and Tang, 1995; Tang, 2000); others argue that Chinese modals can precede full verbs 

like adverbs or behave like auxiliaries between subject and predicate (Tsai and Porter, 

2008). None of them nonetheless can provide a holistic account for the syntactic 

status of Chinese modal verbs. So we are wondering if there are any valid criteria for 

differentiating these categories in Chinese modal system.  

Li & Thompson (1981: 172-4) suggest that modal verbs in Chinese are modal 

auxiliaries and they possess following features: 

A. They do not take aspect markers. 

B. They cannot occur before the subject as English modals do in question. 

C. They cannot be nominalized. 

D. They cannot be modified by intensifiers, such as hen很, geng更. 

As for the above criteria, some problems arise. For example, we don’t agree with the 
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criterion D as there are many counterexamples to refute this claim. For instance, in 

this sentence 這個人很能吃苦 Zheigeren hen neng chiku ‘This person is capable of 

taking hardship’, the intensifier hen很 modifies the modal verb neng能. Xiaoming bi 

Xiaoli genghui change 小明比小李更會唱歌 ‘Xiaoming can sing better than Xiaoli’, 

in this sentence, intensifier geng更 modifies the modal verb hui會. Ni bi ta gengneng 

chiku 你比他更能吃苦 ‘You can bear more ordeals than he’, in this sentence, the 

intensifier geng更 modifies the modal verbs neng能. On the other hand, Tang (2000) 

pointed out that in traditional syntactic analyses, modal verbs and modal adjectives 

are “auxiliaries”. They listed seven syntactic characteristics of modal verbs and 

adjectives in order to differentiate them with modal adverbs in Chinese. These 

include:  

A. They can appear alone in an answer or a predicate. 

B. They can have A-not-A question forms and can be negated. 

C. They can be the focus in a cleft sentence and appear after shi是. 

D. When they are predicates, they can appear in ‘shi……de’ construction and be the 

focus when nominalized. 

E. Modal adjectives can be modified by intensifiers and they can appear in 

comparative structures. 

F. They can appear either before or after a negative adverb. 
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G. They can coexist with other similar or different kinds of modal verbs or modal 

adjectives.  

These criteria seem to be quite reasonable compared to Li and Thompson. However, 

Tang didn’t make a clear separation between modal verbs and modal adjectives in his 

paper. On the contrary, both of them have the same syntactic status based on his 

analysis. In addition, the existence of adjective category in Mandarin Chinese is 

disputed (Huang, 2008). Thus, we accept his criteria for Chinese modal system but 

only admit that there only exists the category of modal verbs and modal adverbs in 

Mandarin Chinese. In what follows, we adopt the above criteria and make a detailed 

comparison among common verbs and modal verbs and modal adverbs:  

modal verbs and common verbs 

I. Modal verbs must be used in the construction “ModV + V + N”, not “ModV + 

N”. That is to say, modal verbs cannot take nominal object, while common verbs can. 

Sentences (6a) and (7a) are acceptable, whereas (6b) and (7b) are not.  

(6) a. 他能開車 

     Ta  neng   kai   che. 

     He  able to drive  car 

     “He is able to drive a car.” 

  b. *他能車 
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Ta   neng   che. 

     He  able to  car 

     “*He is able to car” 

(7) a. 你會寫字 

     Ni   hui    xie    zi. 

     You able to  write  words 

“You are able to write words.” 

b. *你能字 

     Ni   neng   zi. 

    You  able to  words 

“*You are able to words.” 

II. Modal verbs cannot combine with the aspect markers of –le了,- zhe著,- guo過. 

In other words, they do not allow the construction “ModV + le/zhe/guo + V” while 

common verbs can allow the construction “V + le/zhe/guo + V”. Hence, sentence (9) 

is ungrammatical in Chinese, but sentence (8) is acceptable. 

(8) 他學過唱歌 

   Ta  xue-guo   chang   ge 

He  learn-ASP  sing   song 

“He has learnt to sing.” 

(9) *他能了唱歌 

    Ta   neng-le  chang   ge 

He  can-ASP   sing   song 

“He has become able to sing” 
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III. Modal verbs cannot be reduplicated, while common verbs can:  

(10) a. 你想想再做決定 

     Ni  xiangxiang zai  zuo  jueding  

     You think think then make decision  

“You think carefully and then make a decision.” 

b. *你想想去台北 

     Ni  xiangxiang   qu    Taipei 

You want want   go    Taipei 

“You want to go to Taipei.” 

Xiang in sentence (10a) is a common verb, so it can be reduplicated; xiang in sentence 

(10b) is a modal verb, so it cannot be reduplicated. 

IV. Modal verbs can be modified by the intensifiers, while common verbs cannot:  

(11) a. 他很/非常會唱歌 

     He  hen/feichang  hui  chang  ge 

He     very      can  sing   song 

“He can sing very well.” 

b. *他很/非常唱歌 

      He  hen/feichang  chang  ge 

He     very      sing   song 

“He sings very well” 

(12) a. 他很/非常能講故事  
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Ta   hen/feichang   neng   jiang  gushi 

He     very      be able to  tell  story 

“He is capable of telling the story very much.” 

b.*他很/非常講故事 

      Ta   henfeichang  jiang   gushi. 

      He     very      tell     story 

      “He tells the story very well.” 

modal verbs and modal adverbs 

Some linguists claim that modal verbs can precede full verbs like adverbs because 

those function words that can only act as adverbial modifier are adverbs. Thus, 

“ModV + V” construction is analyzed as the modifier-head structure. Actually, the 

following characteristics show that both of them have different syntactic properties:  

I. Modal verbs can be directly negated by the negative adverbs bu ‘not’, fei 

‘improperly’, while adverbs cannot. Bu can only occur before neng as in (13b), 

not before dangran as in (13a), because neng is a modal verb, dangran ‘of course’ 

is an adverb.  

(13) a. *我們不當然能告訴他這個事實 

     Women bu  dangran  neng  gaosu  ta   zheige  shishi 

We    not  certainly  can   tell   he    the    truth 

“We certainly cannot tell him the truth.” 

b. 我們當然不能告訴他這個事實 
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     Women dangran  bu  neng  gaosu  ta  zheige  shishi 

We    certainly  not  can   tell   he   the    truth 

“We certainly cannot tell him the truth.” 

II. Modal verbs can appear alone as a reply to questions, while adverbs cannot. 

(14) a. — 他會說英文嗎? 

        Ta   hui  shuo  yingwen  ma? 

He   can  speak  English  Q-marker 

“Can he speak English?” 

b. — 會 

Hui 

        Can 

        “Yes, he can” 

(15) a.— 他還會來嗎? 

        Ta   hai   hui   lai    ma? 

        He  again  will  come  Q-marker 

        “Will he come again?” 

b.— *還 

         Hai 

         again 

         “*Again” 

To sum up the above analysis, we can formulate four criteria for generating the 

category of Chinese modal verbs
1
:  

                                                
1 Here we claim that the candidates of Chinese modal verbs do not have to exhibit all of these four 
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I. Modal verbs must take predicate object. 

II. Modal verbs cannot be reduplicated. 

III. Modal verbs cannot be suffixed by -le, -zhe, -guo aspects. 

IV. Modal verbs can be modified by the degree of adverbs, such as hen ‘quite’, geng 

‘even more’, feichang ‘extremely’, and they can also be negated by negative 

adverbs, such as bu, fei. 

We contend that Chinese modal verbs are subclass of common verbs and they 

have their own syntactic characteristics, which are different from common verbs and 

modal adverbs. It is helpful for us to have a deeper understanding of criteria for 

differentiating these categories in Chinese modal system. Thus, according to the 

above discussion we can list typical Chinese modal verbs as follows: hui 會, neng 能, 

yao要, gan敢, ken肯, xiang想, dei得, yinggai應該, keyi可以, nenggou能夠, yuanyi

願意, keneng 可能, bixu 必須. In the present study, we will follow Wu’s (2009) study 

to focus on polysemous modal verbs, hui 會, neng 能, yao 要, yinggai 應該, keyi 可以, 

for investigating their modal interpretation and co-occurrence.  

2.1.2 Generative Approach on Chinese Modals 

As for the discussion on syntactic analyses, two types of categories are identified: 

lexical category and functional category. Lexical categories provide the descriptive 

                                                                                                                                       
criteria. The more characteristics the Chinese modals confirm to these criteria, the more they belong 

to typical modal verbs; otherwise, they belong to non-typical modal verbs.  
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content and the basic argumental structure, whereas functional categories determine 

the grammatical specifications such as Tense and modality. They contribute to the 

determination of the interpretation and the form of linguistic expressions. In what 

follows we will specially focus on the previous Chinese modal literatures relating to 

these two analyses and then contend why both of them cannot fully explicate the 

nature of Chinese modal system.  

In terms of the lexical analysis of Chinese modals, Lin and Tang (1995) argue that 

modals in Chinese can be analyzed as raising and control verbs, because modals can 

occur in the sentence-initial and sentence-final position. See the following examples 

they indicate:  

(16) [IP 張三 i  不  [VP 敢 [CP[IPPROi 睡覺   ]]]] 

   Zhangsan  bu      gan          shuijiao 

   Zhangsan  not      dare         sleep 

  “Zhangsan dare not sleep.” 

(17) ‘You shouldn’t do it this way.’ 

   a. [IPNeg[VPMODAL[CP[IP  …            ]]]] 

       不     應該       你   這樣     做 

       Bu    yinggai      ni   zheyang  zuo 

       not    should      you  this way  do 

   b. [IP[CP[IP 你   這樣   做] i ] 不 [VP 應該  ti ]]] 

           ni  zheyang zuo    bu    yanggai 

          you  this way do    not    should 
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   c. [IP 你 i 不 [VP 應該   [CP[IP ti  這樣做   ]]]] 

       ni  bu     yanggai       zheyangzuo 

       you  not    should       this way do 

Lin and Tang (1995) 

Under the derivational framework, they propose the structure in (16) for the control 

type modals and (17a) for the raising type modal. Both types take a CP as the 

complement. When the complement raises, sentence (17b) with modals in the final 

position is derived while sentence (17c) in which the subject raises to the IP-Spec 

position is yielded if the CP is infinitive. According to such derivation, Lin and Tang 

(1995) capture the possibilities with modals in the sentence initial position, sentence 

final position and the position between the subject and the predicate. So it is predicted 

that all modals can be in the sentence initial and final positions since modals are 

lexical verbs that take a CP as the complement.  

However, this expectation cannot be a generalization of Chinese modals as Hsu 

(2004) argued in his study. First, although some modals may occur either in sentence 

initial or sentence final position in daily conversation, not all modals can behave in 

this way (*hui mingtian xiayu ma? ‘Will it rain tommorow?’). Such word order is also 

regarded as marginal by many native speakers, e.g. % keyi Zhangsan bu qu shangke 

‘Zhangsan is not required to go to school’. Moreover, Lin and Tang (1995) also argue 

that their lexical category analysis is mainly based on the proposition that it is quite 
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uncommon for an INFL element to occur in sentence final position. Nevertheless, in 

English, the modal auxiliary will as an INFL element is possible to occur sentence 

finally, e.g. ‘They said he may tend to leave and tend to leave he will’. Also given by 

their assumption, all modals can occur sentence finally; however, only YINGGAI 

‘should’ and KEYI ‘may’ are allowed to occur in sentence final position even they are 

marginal and restricted in A-not-A form while other modals do not. Such analysis 

overgeneralizes the marginal possibilities to every Chinese modal and the discussion 

above all doubt on Lin and Tang’s (1995) argument.  

On the other hand, instead of treating all epistemic modals as raising verbs and all 

deontic modals as control verbs, Lin and Tang (1995) indicated that not all deontic 

modals are control verbs so that they suggest a more detailed division for deontic 

modals. They argue that speaker-oriented deontic modals such as yinggai ‘should’ and 

keyi ‘may’ should accompany with epistemic modals and be separated from other 

subject-oriented modals such as neng ‘can’ and hui ‘be able to’. It is because these 

speaker-oriented deontic modals do not impose selectional restriction on subjects as 

other subject-oriented modals do. Thus, they claim that (18b) involves a raising-type 

deontic whereas (18c) involves a control-type deontic.  

(18) a. [他i [可能/應該 [ti吃過飯了]]]           (Raising type epistemic modals) 

[tai [ keneng/yinggai [ti
  

chi guo  fan le]]]  

he  may/should     eat-ASP  rice ASP  
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‘He may/should have resigned.  

b. [書i [可能/應該 [ti 漲價了]]]            (Raising type deontic modals) 

[shui [keneng/yinggai [ti  zhangjia  le]]]  

book   may/should   raise-price ASP  

‘The price of books/the book may/should have been raised.’  

c. [他i [敢/願意/能 [PROi 吃飯]]]          (Control type deontic modals) 

[tai [gan/yuanyi/neng [ PROi chi fan]]]  

he   dare/will/can       eat rice  

‘He dare/will/can eat rice.  

(Lin & Tang 1995: 72) 

However, Hsu (2004) argued that lexical verb analysis is not the only way to account 

for the selectional properties of dynamic modals in (18c). Analyzing modals as 

functional categories can also be compatible with such selectional restrictions. For 

example, the English modal auxiliary can has the same property as shown in (19): 

(19) *The door can break. 

Sentence (19) is only tenable when the door uses his “leg” to break something but it is 

not a common case. In other words, modals in English also pose selectional 

restrictions on their subjects even if they are treated as functional categories. 

Therefore, this kind of thematic property does not have to be a lexical property as 

argued by Lin and Tang (1995). To sum up, the analysis of modals as raising and 
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control verbs leads to the wrong prediction of Chinese modal verb distribution. Hence, 

the discussion above shows that the analysis of modals as raising and control verbs 

does not hold. 

In terms of functional analysis of Chinese modals, on the other hand, Hsu (2004) 

proposed that Chinese modals should be divided into three-level modality layers 

reflected in the clausal hierarchy with the help of facts from preverbal adverb, the 

cleft shi, the particle suo, the Aspect system in Chinese, and the non-finite clauses and 

passivization
2
. Thus, there are projections of modals split in the INFL domain as 

shown in (20):  

(20) The tree structure of Chinese modal construction 

     TP 

3 

     EpistemicModP 

       3 

     Spec      EpiModP’ 

               3 

Necessity/ Possibility    DeonticModP 

                        3 

                     Spec      DeModP’ 

                               3 

                          Deontic     DynamicModP 

                                        3 

                                             DyModP’ 

                                              3 

                                        Dynamic       vP 

Huang (2009) also has similar assumption that Chinese modal system only has 

                                                
2
 See Hsu (2004: 40-58) for more detailed discussion of these evidences in favor of split INFL 

hypothesis.  
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two categories: modal auxiliaries and modal adverbs. They are all directly merged in 

distinct functional projections in syntactic structure and there exists a rigid hierarchy 

among modals, thus accounting for the sequencing constraints on multiple-modal 

occurrence. This approach though seems to provide a resolution to the wrong 

prediction raised by Lin and Tang (1995) and better account for the order restriction of 

these three modal expressions, some problems still remain. Both studies only 

hypothesize the existence of such functional projection and define the syntactic 

position of modal auxiliaries depending on the interaction of other syntactic elements 

such as different layers of modal adverbs and aspect marker le2 (Huang, 2009: 45-56). 

Nevertheless, they do not explain how this hierarchy is motivated and what enables 

the rigid Epistemic>Deontic>Dynamic sequence. Such hierarchy also cannot predict 

some semantically unacceptable modal co-occurrences. Consider the following 

examples:  

(21) ‘You will be able to earn much money.’ 

    a.  你 會 能 賺大錢 

        ni  hui   neng  zhuan  da-qian 

       you  will  can   earn   much-money 

    b.  ?你 能 會 賺大錢 

         ni   neng     hui   zhuan  da-qian 

        you   can    able to  earn   much-money 
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hui and neng are polysemous modal verbs and they both possess deontic and 

dynamic expression. In (21a) hui and neng are interpreted as deontic and dynamic 

expression respectively due to prediction of such hierarchy and occupied on their 

defined position as in (20). However, the same situation in (21b) results in 

semantically unacceptable modal co-occurrence for most people. Huang (2009: 79-81) 

also admits his analysis wrongly predicts the multiple-construction of obligation 

modals bixu/yinggai-yao and bixu/yinggai-dei
3
.  

2.2 Semantics-Pragmatics Interface Approach 

2.2.1 Descriptive-oriented Approach 

Many semantic criteria have been proposed for the definition of modality. Due to 

its complexity, it is hard to give a simple and clearly definable description. 

Nevertheless, according to Hsieh (2005), it is generally accepted by Lyons (1977: 

452) that Modality basically refers to the speaker’s point of view or mental attitude 

toward propositions. It conveys the propositional judgments through interpretations 

such as evaluative, probability, possibility and necessity. The following studies on 

Modality are also based on Lyons’ definition. Palmer (2001) presents a more general 

survey of modality as a typological category. He draws attention to the subjective 

nature of modality, and thereby defines it as ‘the grammaticalization of speakers’ 

                                                
3
 At the very beginning Huang adopted VP-fronting and VP-ellipsis tests in which these two can be 

only licensed by modal auxiliaries but not by modal adverbs. However, the result of which 

bixu/yinggai-yao passes the tests whereas bixu/yinggai-dei fails forced him to treat dei is a modal 

adverb, which is contradictory to general intuition.  
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attitudes and opinions’. Bybee and Fleischman (1995) also attempt to characterize 

modal systems cross-linguistically. Their argument treated the concept of modality 

and that of proposition separately: when the proposition of an utterance in the most 

neutral semantic status, i.e. factual or declarative, is subject to further additional 

meaning, this extensive interpretation is modality.  

Lyons (1977) further divides modality into two types: deontic and epistemic. The 

term “epistemic” comes from Greek meaning knowledge while “deontic” is related to 

the imposition of obligations. Generally speaking, epistemic modality is concerned 

with the notions of possibility and necessity while deontic modality is related to 

permission and obligation. However, Coates (1983) argues against Lyon’s system in 

which it does not cover concepts such as ability and volition. Thus Coates redefines 

deontic as “root modality” including the concepts of obligation, permission, ability, 

volition and so on. In terms of Chinese, Lin and Tang (1995) adopt Lyon’s twofold 

classification of modality while T. Tang and C. Tang (1997) adopt Coates’ version in 

which “root” refers to deontic modality.  

On the other hand, Palmer (1990:36) divides modality into three types: dynamic, 

deontic, and epistemic. Dynamic modality has to do with the ability or volition of the 

subject of the sentence; deontic modality is related to the attitudes of the speaker 

while epistemic modality is related to speakers’ knowledge of the world. Tsao (1990) 
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also adopts such division. Similarly, Hsin (2000) divides Southern Min modality into 

three-parts: speaker-oriented modality, epistemic, and subject-oriented modality, 

corresponding to the threefold division of Palmer.  

Though we have two different classifications on modality system, the twofold 

classification of modals in Mandarin Chinese seems too simple to capture the modal 

properties while threefold classification can properly represent the semantic and 

syntactic characteristics of modals. Consider the following examples:  

(22) a. 張三應該多唸書 

         Zhangsan  yinggai  duo  nianshu 

         Zhangsan  should   hard  study 

‘Zhangsan should study hard.’ 

   b.  書應該漲價了 

          shu   yinggai   zhangjia  le 

          book  should   raise-price ASP 

‘The price of books should have been raised.’ 

c.  我可以讓你贏這場球賽 

          wo   keyi   rang  ni   ying  zhechang qiusai 

          I     can    let   you  win   this-CL ball game 

‘I can let you win this ball game.’ 

d. 這包米可以讓你吃一整個星期 

     Zhe-bao  mi   keyi  rang  ni   chi    yi-zhenge  xinqi 

     ‘This package of rice can let you eat for a whole week.’ 
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e. 張三肯離開 

    Zhangsan  ken      likai 

   ‘Zhangsan is willing to leave.’ 

f. *桌子肯離開 

    Zhuozi   ken    likai 

    ‘*The desk is willing to leave.’ 

(23) a. 張三很會跳舞 

     Zhangsan  hen   hui   tiaowu 

     ‘Zhangsan is very good at dancing.’ 

  b. *張三很會離開 

     Zhangsan  hen   hui    likai 

    ‘It is very possible for him to leave.’ 

  c. *張三很應該多唸書 

     Zhangsan  hen   yinggai  duo  nianshu 

     ‘It is very supposed to be the case that he studies hard.’ 

  d. *張三很可以早點回家 

     Zhangsan  hen    keyi    zaodian  huijia 

    ‘Zhangsan is permitted to go home earlier.’ 

We can see both epistemic and deontic modals don’t have selection restrictions on 

their subjects ((22a-d)) and cannot be modified by adverb hen ((23b-d)), but dynamic 

modals in (22e-f) and (23a) have both properties. Therefore, it seems that it is 

necessary to take dynamic modality into consideration in Mandarin Chinese. 
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Additionally, based on the observation of ancient Chinese data, Wu (2009) claimed 

that the core meaning of polysemous modal verbs should be the modal senses of 

ability and volition and later developed deontic and epistemic senses in synchronic 

semantic extension. In short, epistemic and deontic modal expressions have been 

shown cross-linguistically to have been developed from dynamic modal expression 

(Bybee et al. 1994).  

Accordingly, based on the discussion of descriptive-oriented approach on 

classification of Chinese modality, the two-type classification, epistemic and 

non-epistemic, seems to not fully reflect the differences among Chinese modals. 

Instead, dynamic modality should be regarded as one individual category in Chinese 

modal system. Thus, in the current stage three-type classification can better capture 

the fact of modals in Chinese. This view is also agreed with Wu’s (2009) study in that 

she adopted Hsieh’s (2002, 2005, 2006) postulation then proposed a modified 

semantic classification which is further grouped into two primary categories: root and 

epistemic as (24) shows:  

(24) Modality Classification of Chinese Modals (Wu, 2009:33) 
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Though the modality classification system seems not to be unified across languages, 

here we still at least identify three major modal expressions in Chinese modal system 

as follows: epistemic modality refers to a class of interpretations involving the 

speaker’s attitude or opinion toward the status of the truth of a proposition while 

deontic modality involves permission or obligation with respect to some authority or a 

set of moral values. Dynamic modality evaluates the occurrence of events or the 

existence of will, capacity, ability and volition.  

To sum up, descriptive-oriented approach to the systematic meaning multiplicity 

of modals is to assume massive lexical ambiguity, that is, each polysemous verb 

encodes a particular cluster of distinct modalities. Although the fundamental point of 

this approach is the rigid distinction between epistemic and various non-epistemic 

meanings of the modals, this view still faces several problems as indicated by 

Modality 

Root Modality 
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Directive 
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Papafragou (2000). The most important one is that the characteristics of modals 

cannot be compared parallel to the phenomenon of classical lexical ambiguity.  

Consider the lexical ambiguity exemplified by port in (25) and the multiple senses of 

modals in (26).  

(25) This port is justly famous. 

(26) a. Mary can speak German. 

    b. Mary can speak German at the meeting because everybody will 

understand.  

(Papafragou, 2000:23) 

The port in (25) could indicate either a harbor or a type of strong, sweet red wine. 

And each sense of port is distinct and clear-cut. However, the semantic senses of the 

modal can in (26) overlap since the subject-oriented modality is subsumed under the 

dynamic modality. Another methodological problem that a descriptive approach 

encounters, as criticized by Klinge (1993), is that different analysts’ work on modality 

basically depending on his/her own paraphrases. Typical instances that Klinge (1993) 

analyzes are represented as (27) and (28):  

(27) a. You must be very careful. 

    b. You are obliged to be very careful. 

(28) a. You must be very careless.  

    b. It is obvious that you are very careless. 
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Klinge (1993: 316-317) 

Sentences (27b) and (28b) are paraphrases of (27a) and (28a) respectively. These 

paraphrases provide the researchers with a reasonable clue of the meaning of must. 

The paraphrase (27b) picks out one meaning of must as “obligation” whereas (28b) 

illustrates another meaning of must as “logical conclusion.” The meanings of must 

concluded from these paraphrases seem to be perfectly reasonable. On the other hand, 

suppose what if another grammarian comes up with another set of paraphrases as (29b) 

and (30b).  

(29) a. You must be very careful since you are able to paint such delicate 

picture. 

    b. It is obvious that you are very careful. 

(30) a. You must be very careless so that we can scare the guests off 

once and for all.  

    b. You are obliged to be very careless. 

Klinge (1993: 316-317) 

These two examples are similar to (27) and (28) except for the later parts of the 

sentence. The meaning this grammarian could get from (29b) and (30b), however, 

seems to be just the opposite of what we have seen in examples (27) and (28). What 

has been exemplified in instances (27)-(30) is the recurring problem previous studies 

have faced: the lack of a principled account of how we arrive at separate 
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interpretations of sentences containing modals. Therefore, it is suggested by 

Papafragou (2000) that the traditional categories of modality classification are 

effectively ‘by-products’ of the comprehension process perceived by different 

pragmatic functions rather than stable and basic semantic information guiding 

pragmatic interpretation.  

2.2.2 Polysemy Approach 

Lexical polysemy, the ambiguity of an individual word that can be used in 

different contexts to express two or more different meanings, has long been an 

interesting area to researchers of various theoretical persuasions. Heine (1995) 

suggests that “in many languages, agent-oriented (deontic) and epistemic meanings 

are expressed by means of one and the same expression.” This generalization implies 

that the various senses of one modal form incline to perform as polysemy, which 

means these senses are closely related. In what follows, we will review some previous 

studies in which they claim that various functions or senses usually do not happen to 

correlate with one single linguistic form without reasons.  

One of the proposals upon polysemy analysis is Frame-based approach postulated 

by Fillmore et al (1992), which refers to ‘a structured background of experiences or 

beliefs, constituting a conceptual requirement for understanding the meaning of a 

word’. In other words, a frame is determined by our background knowledge and 
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experience with the lexicon, that is, a lexical meaning is identified by a structured 

cognitive schema in our mind. Thus, polysemous words are put into different frames 

which highlight different frame elements, namely participant role or arguments. The 

relations among the frames (word senses) are not connected to one another directly 

but are associated with the amount of shared frame elements. Based on this notion, 

Fillmore built a frame-based online dictionary in which different senses of 

polysemous words are linked to various cognitive structures, namely frames so that he 

differentiates two senses of the verb RISK which are RISK as ‘put at risk’ and RISK 

as ‘face the risk of’ by identifying their occurrence within different syntactic 

structures. Liu and Wu (2004), following Fillmore et al (1992), provided one of 

earliest studies discussing Mandarin polysemy respect to Frame-based approach. 

Instead of explaining what is the way meaning extending, they have shifted the focus 

to investigating the distinction of different senses of a polysemous word in corpus. 

They define the senses of polysemous word via different syntactic behaviors 

corresponding to basic patterns in FrameNet. 

Sweetser (1990:3) points out that “if a language has (as does English) a systematic 

use of the same vocabulary for root and epistemic modality, we may conclude that, 

within the language’s system, these two classes of senses are closely linked.” Based 

on Talmy’s (1988) notion of ‘force dynamic’ as a basis for the semantics of the 
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modals, Sweetster places her discussion of modality within polysemy analysis in 

natural language. She also adopts Cognitive Linguistic framework and further 

contends that polysemy is often motivated by metaphorical mapping from the 

concrete, external world of socio-physical experience to the abstract, internal world of 

reasoning and of mental processes in general as (31) shows. 

(31) Metaphorical Extension from Root to Epistemic Modality 

 

 

 

 

In other words, we tend to use one single linguistic form from the external 

(socio-physical) domain in speaking of the internal (emotional and psychological) 

domain. Metaphor, thus, is one crucial source that can be used for the examination of 

what motivates form-function mappings. On this assumption, she postulates that there 

is a regular metaphorical mapping between the two domains: root and epistemic, i.e. it 

has been conventionalized. Sweetser concludes that an account based on ‘modality in 

two worlds’ could explain the historical priority of the root over the epistemic 

meanings of the modals as similar to Wu’s (2009:66) exposition in her study
4
.  

Although Sweetser correctly moves in the direction of supplying motivation for 

                                                
4
 Wu (2009) concludes that the development from dynamic modality to deontic modality is motivated 

by the cognitive mechanism of subjectification (Traugott 1989) while the path of development from 

deontic modality to epistemic modality is motivated by a metaphorical mapping between the external 

socio-physical world and the internal mental world (Sweetser 1990).  

Socio-physical world 

Permission 

Mental world 

Possibility 
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the systematic relation between root and epistemic uses of modal expressions, this 

approach still confronts some problems as indicated by Papafragou (2000). First, the 

semantics of perception terms, e.g. see and view, includes a metaphorical mapping 

which relates two independent and distinct senses. However, in the case of modals, 

these senses linked through metaphor are not so distinct as we have demonstrated in 

(26). Consequently, even if we assure there exists transparent metaphorical mapping 

in the case of perception verbs, the same mapping applied to modals is not very 

straightforward. Second, the historical development of modal verbs cited by Sweetser 

(1990), namely the precedence of the root over the epistemic sense, is not all 

unquestionable (Goossens, 1982). Some other researches also find the opposite data 

which show that the epistemic uses have already existed in Old English (Shepherd, 

1982).  

2.2.3 Context-derived Approach 

This approach adopts a common core for the meaning of each modal, and uses it 

as a basis for deriving the vast range of possible interpretations which the modal’s 

meaning may contextually receive. Modality, in such an approach, generally allows us 

to compare the real world with hypothetical versions of it. Deontic modals propose a 

match between an ideal moral or a legal situation and the real world of behavior 

whereas epistemic modals express different strengths of prediction of their match 
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between hypothetical situations and the real world. Recent researchers, Papafragou 

(2000) for example, adopting a similar approach but further, taking a pragmatic 

perspective, claims that the range of different interpretations of modals can be derived 

in context. In other words, this view regards modals as context-dependent expression 

in that they depend on inferential pragmatic processes to complement the information 

they need. In what follows we will first introduce Relevance theory developed by 

Sperber and Wilson (1986) and then Klinge’s (1993) framework upon context-derived 

approach.  

Relevance Theory 

Sperber and Wilson (1986) assume that linguistic semantics of a sentence 

represents a coded stimulus that gives access to and activates a determinate set of 

concepts. Generally, the concepts activated are used by an addressee as an assumption 

schema to arrive at a full propositional form capable of mental representation that can 

be subject to further processing. This means an informative stimulus is relevant to an 

individual to the extent that it causes cognitive effects for that individual. Such 

cognitive effects can be generated into three types: (a) the stimulus may interact with 

previously held assumptions to yield new implication (contextual implications); (b) 

the stimulus may contradict an existing assumption and result in its elimination from 

the addressee’s space; (c) the stimulus may offer support for an existing assumption 
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and result in its strengthening in the addressee’s mental space. Thus, during the 

process of understanding an utterance, the addressee is often faced with a choice 

between several interpretations (SITUATION REPRESENTATION as Klinge (1993) call 

it), all of which are compatible with the linguistically encoded content of the utterance 

(PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT which Klinge (1993) refers to in his work). In the 

framework of Relevance theory, therefore, the hearer is justified in treating as the 

correct interpretation that satisfies his/her expectation of relevance. This is exactly an 

interpretation which the speaker has expected to be best relevant to the addressee. So 

the whole process of utterance comprehension can be illustrated as follows: once 

hearing an utterance, the addressee starts to construct sets of mentally representative 

assumptions which might interact with his/her mental representation of the utterance. 

The set of representative assumptions constitute what Sperber and Wilson call the 

context and will be processed together with the mental representation of the utterance 

to yield tentative interpretive hypotheses. These hypotheses then will be examined by 

the hearer’s expectation of relevance.  

Klinge (1993) 

Adopting Sperber and Wilson’s (1986) Relevance theory upon utterance 

comprehension, Klinge (1993) aims to propose a unified account of how these five 

typical English modals- can, may, will, shall and must - derive various multiple modal 
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senses respectively. The basic assumption Klinge (1993) takes is that the linguistic 

semantics of a sentence is accessed and activated by a set of concepts. Generally, 

sentences can be arranged based on two different types of linguistic semantic 

information:  

(32) OPERATORS [PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT] 

What we have is a place for one or more OPERATORS and the other place for 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT. The relationship between these two is that the 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT is governed, or modified, by the OPERATOR while the 

OPERATOR is not part of the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT. This can be captured by 

saying that the OPERATORS have SCOPE over the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT. These 

two different concepts also contain different linguistic semantics. The 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT encodes “conceptual information” that is capable of 

representing the concepts that go into a SITUATION type. In other words, the linguistic 

semantics of the constituents of the sentences provides an input to the formation of an 

idea about one SITUATION. On the other hand, OPERATOR encodes what we may call 

“procedural information” specifying how the conceptual information carried by the 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT is to be processed. That is to say, this part is secondary to 

the completion of a sentence and signifies how the speaker wants to process the 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT by means of tense, aspect, sentence types or modality. 
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Klinge (1993) also reminds that linguistic semantics is severely “underspecified”. 

What this implies is that the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT of a sentence is determinate 

and remains constant, but the ideas of a SITUATION evoked from the PROPOSITIONAL 

CONTENT are not constant. A SITUATION is inconstant because it is subject to the 

inferential process taken by the addressee. The addressee derives the optimal 

explanation of a given sentence by combining the conceptual information of the 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT and assumptions inferred from the SITUATION. Klinge 

(1993) calls this inferential situation a WORLD SITUATION. The modal’s contribution 

to the interpretation of an utterance is thereby to provide correspondence between the 

proposition expressed (what Klinge (1993) calls the SITUATION REPRESENTATION) 

and an actual state of affairs (what he calls a WORLD SITUATION).  

Back to modal expression, modal, being an operator, provides the PROPOSITIONAL 

CONTENT with necessary procedural information. Klinge (1993) assumes that a modal 

doesn’t report a focus event per se but only the relation of that event so that modals 

share commonly the semantic meaning of POTENTIALITY. The elements of 

POTENTIALITY work as follows: the POTENTIAL is an assumption about a WORLD 

SITUATION which is not verified. One resolution of the POTENTIAL is that the WORLD 

SITUATION turns out to be the case while the other resolution is that the WORLD 

SITUATION turns out not to be the case. This can be demonstrated as follows:  
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(33) Processing Model toward Utterances Containing Modals 

 

 

 

 

Based on the principles mentioned above, we can borrow MODAL to stand for any 

modals and use the following example as illustration: 

(34) a. John MODAL buy Mary’s ticket.  

       b. MODAL [JOHN BUY MARY’S TICKET] 

The MODAL represents POTENTIALITY and gives PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT 

procedural information. Since the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT provides input to the 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION, the elements of POTENTIALITY are applied to the 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION. The role POTENTIALITY that plays is to assume that the 

SIUTATION REPRESENTATION is not asserted to be true of a WORLD SITUATION. In 

other words, it only signals that there is a POTENTIAL that the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION turns out to be a true description of a WORLD SITUATION. 

Consequently, this leads to two logical resolutions: whether it turns out that the 

SIUTATION REPRESENTATION is a true description of a WORLD SITUATION, or it turns 

out that the SIUTATION REPRESENTATION is not a true description of a WORLD 

SITUATION. “It is this potential correspondence between the SITUATION 

POTENTIAL 

WORLD SITUATION 

~WORLD SITUATION 
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REPRESENTATION and a WORLD SITUATION that is the shared semantic field of the 

modals as OPERATORS (Klinge, 1993: 325).” In short, Modal has the PROPOSITIONAL 

CONTENT and thereby the SITUATION REPRESENTATION in its SCOPE and the 

correspondence between the SITUATION REPRESENTATION and a WORLD SITUATION 

as its semantic field.  

2.3 Remarks 

In Section 2.1, we have addressed the generative approach, either lexical analysis 

or functional analysis leads to an overgeneralization to modal verb distribution and 

fails to explain what motivates the ordering restriction of multiple-modal construction 

if solely depending on syntactic approach. Instead, we should take the 

semantic/pragmatic factors into consideration. Thus, back to our indication in the very 

beginning, the present study aims to formulate a schematic representation of modal 

form-meaning correspondence to explicate what mechanism governs the selection of 

modal interpretation within sentences containing multiple modal verbs so that several 

research questions are raised:  

I. How the following three-layer modal expressions: epistemic, deontic, and 

dynamic, are captured in the multiple-modal construction, for instance, the 

involvement of context information or unspecified semantic source
5
? 

                                                
5
 This term ‘semantic source’ is defined by Hsieh (2005, 2006) in which refers to the reference of 

judgment and obligation addressed.  
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II. In light of the principled account for each polysemous modal verb’s different 

functions which are derived contextually, how can we specify the regularity to 

various possible modal co-occurrences? 

In Section 2.2, three different semantic-pragmatic approaches are elaborated for the 

further discussion upon multiple modal interpretations of sentences containing modals. 

Although the discussion so far seems to be that either descriptive-oriented approach or 

metaphorical mapping approach cannot give a perfect exposition for modals, both of 

them still achieve some initial observation toward the insight of polysemous modal 

verbs. In the next chapter, context-derived approach will be mainly applied to 

examine how each Chinese polysemous modal verb serves to produce a different 

constellation of potential correspondence between a SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

the WORLD SITUATION in a given context of utterance.  
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CHAPTER III 

Semantics-Pragmatics Analysis of Polysemous Modal Verb 

In the last chapter, we have addressed some drawbacks of traditional 

descriptive-oriented approach in which we cannot achieve a unified account for 

various modal interpretations, either epistemic or non-epistemic, within sentences 

containing modals. Instead, we assume that each modal possesses a core meaning for 

specifying how the proposition is processed thereby deriving a vast range of modality 

interpretation in a given context. Also, as illustrated by Klinge (1993) in the last 

chapter, the modal represents POTENTIALITY to operate on linguistic semantics at the 

sentence level and indicate it is only a POTENTIAL that the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION is a true description of WORLD SITUATION. Therefore, as we adopt 

most fundamental concept of Klinge’s (1993) framework in the present study, we 

argue that the various modal interpretations of each polysemous modal verb in 

Mandarin Chinese are inter-connected. In what follows we will first introduce the 

inference process of how a sentence containing a modal is comprehended.  

3.1 The Resolution to Unverified WORLD SITUATION 

Since modals only indicate it is only a potential that the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION truly describes WORLD SITUATION, this unverified SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION can be proved valid toward future WORLD SITUATION via two ways: 
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either the naturally occurring event in the world produces a WORLD SITUATION that 

verifies the SITUATION REPRESENTATION or someone, either the speaker or other 

unspecified sources (e.g. law and morality), intentionally produces an effect to induce 

a WORLD SITUATION that verifies SITUATION REPRESENTATION. In Klinge’s (1993) 

argument, the former is regarded as WORLD-EVENTS in which it signals the happening 

of SITUATION inferred from PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT and the later as 

AGENT-EVENTS in which it happens if someone intentionally chooses to induce it. 

Thus, when encountering an utterance of a sentence containing a modal, we may 

possibly go through two separate inference processes suggested by Klinge (1993) as 

follows: 

I. If my speculation about the WORLD SITUATION described by the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION relates to a future WORLD-EVENT, I will assume that the 

course of the world will determine whether a WORLD SITUATION corresponds 

with the SITUATION REPRESENTATION.  

II. If my speculation about the WORLD SITUATION described by the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION relates to a situation in that an activity is intentionally 

produced to give rise to an AGENT-EVENT, I will assume that this intentional 

activity, either motivated or not motivated by the agent himself/herself, will 

determine whether a WORLD SITUATION corresponds with the SITUATION 
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REPRESENTATION.  

When we consider the following sentence, for instance,  

(35) Mary may come in.  

it is traditionally taken to be ambiguous as epistemic or deontic at the level of the 

modal lexeme. In the alternative analysis, however, these two modality interpretations 

are actually derived from different conceptions of the SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

that the sentence brings about because of assumptions about the WORLD SITUATION in 

separate event types. Thus, a hearer confronted with (35) will automatically regard 

this SITUATION REPRESENTATION conveyed by the speaker as an unverified future 

EVENT. On the basis of speculation about WORLD SITUATION, s/he will determine this 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION is verified either by a naturally occurring event, i.e. a 

WORLD-EVENT, or the activity of intentional force onto the agent, i.e. an 

AGENT-EVENT. In other words, the addressee would compare the unverified 

proposition MARY BE IN with her assumption about the course of world or an agent’s 

intentional activity. Eventually, this framework ‘ensures that no disambiguation of the 

modal lexeme is required and the correct interpretation is automatically arrived at’ 

(Klinge, 1993:329). Therefore, with this principled exposition, we can re-visit the 

three-layer modal expression addressed in Section 2.2.1 within this alternative 

methodology represented as follows: 
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� Epistemic (POSSIBILITY, PREDICTION, GENERIC) 

A WORLD-EVENT with no agent control inferred 

� Deontic (OBLIGATION, PERMISSION) 

An AGENT-EVENT motivated by the obligated or permissive source 

� Dynamic (VOLITION, ABILITY) 

An AGENT-EVENT motivated by the agent himself/herself 

In what follows we will examine how these expressions are derived in Chinese 

language via the interaction between linguistic meaning of each polysemous modal 

verb and the propositional concept conveyed by sentences based on this 

semantics-pragmatics interface approach.  

3.2 Modal Interpretation of Polysemous Modal Verb 

3.2.1 YINGGAI 應該應該應該應該 

Two modal interpretations assigned to YINGGAI are detected in corpus: 

OBLIGATION and PREDICTION. Both of which are frequently used and thus are quite 

uncontroversial. See the following examples:  

PREDICTION 

(36) 北京方面真正在意的應該還是台灣獨立的趨向   (Sinica Corpus) 

    Beijing   fangmian zenzheng zaiyi  de  yinggai  haishi Taiwan  

Beijing   side     really   care  PRT possible  still  Taiwan  

    duli          de  quxiang 

independence  of  tendency 

    ‘It is possible that what Beijing (government) really cares is the tendency of 
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Taiwan independence.’ 

(37) 按照古典化學的理論應該已經無法找到原來化學物質  (Sinica Corpus) 

    anzhao     gudian  huaxue    de  lilun  yinggai  yijing wufa zhaodao 

according to classic  chemistry POSS theory probable already NEG find out 

yuanlai  huaxue    wuzhi 

    original  chemistry  element  

‘According to the theory of classic chemistry, it is probable that we never find 

the original chemical element.’ 

(38) 現場目擊民眾表示，起火點應該是在一樓後方   (Sinica Corpus) 

    xianchang  muji      minzhong biaoshi,  qihuodian    yinggai   shi   

site        witness   people   say      start-fire-point probable  is  

    zai  yi   lou   houfang 

at  first  floor  back 

‘The witnesses indicated the fire probably started from the back of the first floor.’ 

‘The cares of Beijing toward the tendency of Taiwan independence’, ‘unable to 

find original chemical element’ and ‘the starting point of fire from the back of first 

floor’ in (36)-(38) respectively all demonstrate the future unverified WORLD-EVENT 

for addressee’s assumption to judge whether these SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS are 

true description of WORLD SITUATION.  

OBLIGATION 

(39) 制定人口政策應該注意人口結構跟人口分佈的變遷  (Sinica Corpus) 
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Zhiding  renkou  zhengce  yinggai  zhuyi  renkou   jiegou  gen  

    formulate population policy  should   notice   population structure and 

renkou    fenbu      de   bianqian 

polulation distribution  PRT  change 

‘The change of population structure and population distribution should be 

noticed when formulating population policy.’  

(40) 易碎的玻璃製品，包裝時應該特別小心     (Sinica Corpus) 

   Yi   sui     de  boli zhipin     baozhuang  shi    yinggai  tebie xiaoxin 

   easy broken  of  glass product   pack       when  should   very careful 

   ‘It should be very careful to pack glass-made products that are easily broken.’ 

(41) 接受外籍勞工的國家應該改善它的出入境管理辦法  (Sinica Corpus) 

    jieshou  waiji   laogong  de   guojia   yinggai   gaishan  tade   

accept  foreign  labor    of    country  should   improve  its   

    churujing    guanli-banfa 

immigration  regulation  

‘The country which accepts foreign labors should improve its immigration 

regulation.’ 

In the context of (39), the increasing of population pressure serves as an 

emergency condition to make the commentator (speaker) impose a necessity on 

government for ensuring they will carefully formulate population policy. The contexts 

in (40) and (41) also have similar situation in that the potential danger of 

easily-broken glass products in (40) and the complicated problems of foreign labors in 

(41) both provide the speakers with a reasonable condition in assigning a necessary 
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activity on the addressees, e.g. government in (39) and (41) and deliveryman in (40). 

Accordingly, all the three utterances interpret unverified future AGENT-EVENTS not 

motivated by agents. Therefore, PREDICTION and OBLIGATION are context-derived 

meanings rather than semantic meaning encoded in lexeme. 

The next question is what attitude the speakers possess toward these unverified 

future event types when uttering sentences containing YINGGAI. Here we argue that 

YINGGAI plays a role of which it first rejects the non-correspondence between 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION so that the whole utterance 

interpretation derives that the SITUATION REPRESENTATION turns out to have highly 

possible correspondence with WORLD SITUATION, in which it has similar performance 

of MUST as Klinge (1993) illustrates in his data. For example, in the utterance of (36), 

the speaker first rules out the negative logical conclusion of which “the proposition 

‘the cares of Beijing government toward the tendency of Taiwan independence’ does 

not exist” so that this leads to a positive logical conclusion in that such proposition is 

a true description of actual statement of affairs. The whole processing model toward 

utterances of sentences containing YINGGAI can be demonstrated as follows:  

(42) Processing Model of Utterances Containing YINGGAI 

 

 

POTENTIAL 

WORLD SITUATION 

~WORLD SITUATION 
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3.2.2 KEYI 可以可以可以可以 and NENG 能能能能 

According to the previous literatures (Lu, 1980; Liu et al, 1996; Huang, 1999), 

KEYI and NENG can be interchangeable because they are usually semantically 

compatible in most conditions. In the traditional approach, KEYI and NENG are 

illustrated to share the linguistic meaning of POSSIBILITY and PERMISSION while 

ABILITY is also detected in NENG even though this kind of meaning occurs rarely in 

corpus data. In what follows we will argue the derivation of these modal 

interpretations actually accords with our current framework of semantics-pragmatics 

interface approach. Also we will investigate whether linguistic meaning of these two 

modal verbs differentiates in POSSIBILITY and PERMISSION event type respectively.  

POSSIBILITY 

Such modal interpretation can be recognized in the utterances of sentences 

encompassing NENG or KEYI. See the following examples:  

(43) 消炎藥與溫水坐浴可以減輕症狀      (Sinica Corpus) 

    xiaoyanyao       yu   wen  shui zuo  yu    keyi jianqing zhengzhuang 

antibiotic medicine and  warm water sit  shower can ease    symptom 

    ‘Antibiotic medicine and sitting shower with warm water can ease the symptom.’ 

(44) 筆者相信參加本會可以化解黨派對立     (Sinica Corpus) 

    bizhe  xiangxin  canjia    benhui   keyi  huajie  dangpai  duili 

    author  believe  join      association can resolve  partisan opposition 

    ‘The author believes that joining this association can resolve partisan 
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opposition.’ 

(45) 大都市原來可以新舊並存、不失美感     (Sinica Corpus) 

    da  dushi  yuanlai   keyi  xin  jiu  bingcun  bu  shi    meigan 

    big  city  originally  can  new  old  co-exist NEG lose aesthetic feeling 

    ‘Originally, the new and old style can co-exist in a big city and it won’t lose its 

aesthetic feeling.’ 

(46) 希望將來在中醫的路上能得到慈濟的力量支持與配合  (Sinica Corpus) 

      xiwang jianglai zai zhongyi        de lu-shang neng de-dao TZU-CHI  de 

Hope  future  in Chinese physician of   road  can  acquire TZU-CHI of  

lilang  zhichi  yu  peihe 

power  support and coordination 

‘Hopefully we can acquire the support and coordination of TZU-CHI in the 

future development of Chinese medicine.’ 

(47) 上有慈愛，下有恭敬能造就和祥溫馨的關係    (Sinica Corpus) 

    Shang you ciai,  xia   you gongjing neng zaojiu  hexiang  

    Elder have love younger have respect  can establish harmony  

wenxin  de   guanxi 

    warm   of  relationship  

    ‘It can establish a harmony and warm relationship when the elders have love and 

younger show their respect.’ 

(48) 彼此密切合作能發揮共同的力量      (Sinica Corpus) 

    bici      miqe  hezuo     neng  fahui gongtong   de   liliang 

    each other closely cooperate  can   bring team-work  of   power 

    ‘Cooperating with each other closely can bring about team work power.’ 
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All the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS described by ‘Mitigating the symptom by 

antibiotic medicine and sitting shower with warm water’ in (43), ‘resolving partisan 

opposition via joining this association’ in (44), ‘the co-existence of new and old style 

and aesthetic feeling maintenance in a big city’ in (45), ‘the acquisition of support and 

coordination of TZU-CHI in the future development of Chinese medicine’ in (46), 

‘the establishment of harmony and warm relationship’ in (47) and ‘bring about team 

work power by cooperation with each other closely’ in (48) constitute a testing ground 

for addressee to examine whether the SITUATION REPRESENTATION of future 

unverified WORLD-EVENT described by these PROPOSITIONAL CONTENTS corresponds 

with the referential WORLD SITUATION. Again our alternative approach accounts for a 

systematic exposition toward POSSIBILITY interpretation derived from either the 

utterance implication of sentences containing KEYI or the utterance implication of 

sentences containing NENG.  

From these examples mentioned above, it seems that NENG and KEYI can 

interchange in all these samples so that most native speakers conclude that NENG and 

KEYI possess identical linguistic meaning from the initial observation. However, 

previous literatures contend that there exists difference of lexical meaning encoded in 

these two modal verbs. Consider the following sentences extracted from Huang’s 

(1999) analysis in her study: 
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(49) ‘This house could accomodate four people.’ 

  a. 這間屋子可以住四個人 

    zhe-jian wuzi keyi zhu  si-ge   ren 

    this-CL house can live four-CL people 

  b. 這間屋子能住四個人 

    zhe-jian wuzi neng zhu  si-ge   ren 

    this-CL house can live four-CL people 

Huang (1999) 

(50) ‘Wind can be used in generating electricity.’ 

  a. 風可以發電 

    feng keyi     fadian 

    wind can generate electricity 

  b. ?風能發電 

   feng neng     fadian 

   wind can generate electricity 

Huang (1999) 

She claims that the sentence subjects in (49) and (50) are assigned a locative and an 

instrumental case respectively thereby the difference is that the natural relationship 

between subject and predicate in (49) is much closer than that in (50) so that this 

observation might become a crucial point to differentiate NENG and KEYI. 

Nevertheless, she does not make a clear definition in which to what extent these so 

called ‘instrumental subject’ and ‘locative subject’ have the tight relationship with 

their predicate. In fact, why KEYI and NENG are able to exchange in (49) but not in 
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(50) can be explicated based on our context-derived approach. Actually, sentence (49) 

goes through subject-object inversion in which ‘this house’ assigned a Locative case 

moves to upper position while ‘four people’ assigned an Agent case is demoted to 

lower position in syntactic structure. The original sentence is demonstrated as follows:  

(51) 四個人可以住在這間房子裡 

     si-ge   ren  keyi zhu zai zhe-jian fangzili 

    four-CL people can live in  this-CL house 

    ‘Four people can live in this house.’ 

Thus, applying the context-derived approach, when hearing the utterance of (49) and 

(50), the situation type can be interpreted as either the future unverified 

WORLD-EVENT of ‘four people living in this house’ or an intentional activity 

motivated by the agent ‘four people’, i.e. AGENT-EVENT in (49) while it only specifies 

the unverified WORLD-EVENT ‘the usage of wind in generating electricity’ in (50). 

Therefore, it will derive both POSSIBILITY and PERMISSION modal implication in (49) 

while it only acquires POSSIBILITY interpretation in (50). The analysis based on 

context-derived approach discussed above implies that KEYI and NENG used in 

sentences can interchange when an utterance can be generated into both 

WORLD-EVENT and AGENT-EVENT whereas the usage of NENG is pragmatically 

questionable when an utterance only accounts for WORLD-EVENT. Our prediction can 

be proved by another evidence. Consider the following examples extracted from Liu 
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et al (1996: 98-99): 

(52) ‘He can speak three foreign languages.’ 

   a. 他可以說三種外語 

     ta  keyi shuo san-zhong   waiyu 

     s/he can speak three-CL foreign language 

   b. 他會說三種外語 

     ta  hui  shuo san-zhong   waiyu 

     s/he can  speak three-CL foreign language 

Liu et al (1996: 98-99) 

(53) ‘I can finish this book today.’ 

   a. 這本書我今天可以看完 

     zhe-ben shu  wo  jintian keyi kanwan 

     this-CL book  I   today can  finish 

   b. 這本書我今天能看完 

     zhe-ben shu  wo  jintian neng kanwan 

     this-CL book  I   today can  finish 

Liu et al (1996: 98-99) 

(54) ‘It’s not early so we can start to pack.’ 

   a. 時間不早了，我們可以開始收拾了 

     shijian  bu zao  le,  women keyi kaishi shoushi le 

      time  not early PRT  we   can  start  pack  PRT 

   b. ?時間不早了，我們能開始收拾了 

     shijian  bu zao  le,  women neng kaishi shoushi le 

      time  not early PRT  we   can  start  pack  PRT 
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Liu et al (1996: 98-99) 

Liu et al claims that KEYI denotes ‘the allowance of doing something under either 

subjective or objective condition’. In our perspective, subjectivity and objectivity 

infer AGENT-EVENT and WORLD-EVENT respectively. In the utterances of (52) and 

(53), as the analysis toward (49) and (50), it can be interpreted as either future 

unverified WORLD-EVENT ‘his ability to speak three foreign languages’ in (52) and 

‘finishing this book today’ in (53) or the deliberate action motivated by the third 

person singular and first person singular subject in both sentences, i.e. AGENT-EVENT. 

However, in utterance of (54), the objective condition ‘It is not early’ serves the only 

interpretation of WORLD-EVENT in which it does not denote the packing VOLITION of 

first person plural subject but put the proposition ‘we start to pack’ in a future 

unverified situation type. As a result, here we can conclude that KEYI and NENG can 

interchange only if WORLD-EVENT and AGENT-EVENT are both logically accepted in 

one utterance. This might be attributed to the preservation of NENG’s original 

meaning in ancient Chinese in which it refers to a person who is knowledgeable and 

possesses a strong ability at something so that even though it undergoes 

grammaticalization in modern Chinese and develops into multiple meanings, it still 

needs a context in which the situation type exhibits an agent who is endowed with an 

innate and acquirable capacity or purposely performing an requested action to satisfy 
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its inherent meaning as the following examples demonstrate:  

(55) 一位臣子希望國君能做得更好       (Sinica Corpus) 

    yi-wei chenzi xiwang guojun neng zuode geng hao 

    one-CL courtier hope monarch can do  more well 

    ‘The courtier hopes that the monarch can do it better.’ 

(56) 他希望他的學生也能透過一以貫之的方法去選擇人生之道 (Sinica Corpus) 

    ta  xiwang tade xuesheng  ye  neng  touguo yiyiguanzhi   de  fangfa qu 

he  hope  his  student   also  can  through uni-directional of  way  go 

xuanze     rensheng  zhi  dao 

    choose     life       of  way 

‘He hopes his students can also choose their way of life through the 

uni-directional way.’ 

(57) 你是否能將電視的畫面融入唱片呢      (Sinica Corpus) 

    ni shifou neng jiang dianshi de huamian rongru changpian ne 

    you whether can with television POSS screen merge-into album PRT 

    ‘(I’m wondering) whether you can merge the television screen into the album.’ 

PERMISSION 

As we have mentioned in the beginning of this section, utterances of sentences 

containing NENG and KEYI also exhibit PERMISSION reading. Examples are shown as 

follows:  

(58) 台灣的白領階級外國人都可以直接在台灣申請居留簽證 (Sinica Corpus) 

    Taiwan de    bai-ling     jieji waiguo-ren dou  keyi  zhijie   zai  Taiwan 

Taiwan of    white-collar class foreigner   all   can  directly  in  Taiwan  
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    shenqing juliu-qianzheng 

apply    residence visa 

‘All the white-collar foreigners in Taiwan can directly apply residence visa.’ 

(59) 取得開發執照和使用執照可以合法經營的只有八十三家 (Sinica Corpus) 

    qude     kaifa-zhizhao      han shiyong-zhizhao  keyi hefa  

  obtain development certification and usage certification can legally  

jingying  de  zhi you  ba-shi-san  jia 

    operated PRT only have eighty-three CL 

    ‘Only eighty-three can legally operate by obtaining both development and usage 

certification.’ 

(60) 與父母或監護人同住才可以領取福利金     (Sinica Corpus) 

     yu  fumu huo  jianhu-ren   tong  zhu cai keyi lingqu fulijing 

    with parents or   guardian  together live only can receive benefit 

    ‘You can receive benefits only if you live with your parents or guardian.’ 

(61) 強制施行心理治療後才能出獄       (Sinica Corpus) 

    qiangzhi shixing  xinli-zhiliao hou  cai neng  chu    yu 

    enforce perform psychotherapy after only can  release  jail 

    ‘After performing psychotherapy forcibly, (the prisoner) can be released from the 

jail.’ 

(62) 進口菸酒須具備菸酒進口業許可執照才能進口   (Sinica Corpus) 

jinkou  yanjiu           xu  jubei  yanjiu       

import  alcohol & tobacco need possess alcohol & tobacco  

    jinkouye  xuke zhizhao cai  neng  jinkou 

importer  license     only  can  import  
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‘Importing alcohol and tobacco has to be licensed.’  

(63) 整個社會過關我們才能過        (Sinica Corpus) 

     zhengge  shehui guoguan women cai   neng guo 

      whole  society   pass   we   only  can pass 

     ‘Only the whole society accepts it so that we can pass through.’  

Among all these utterances, the partial propositional contents including ‘situating at 

the manager occupation’ in (58), ‘obtaining development and usage certificate’ in (59), 

‘living with parents or guardian’ in (60), ‘performing psychotherapy forcibly’ in (61), 

‘owning alcohol and tobacco importer license’ in (62) and ‘the acceptance of society’ 

in (63) contribute a conditional circumstance for speaker to commit himself/herself to 

ensuring that the addressee is able to intentionally perform these activities, including 

‘applying residence visa’, ‘company operation’, ‘receiving benefit’, ‘releasing from 

the jail’, ‘importing alcohol and tobacco’ and ‘pass through’ in (58)-(63) respectively, 

only if these addressed conditions do hold. In other words, all the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATIONS in these utterances can be interpreted as an AGENT-EVENT which 

is motivated by other specified conditional sources than the agent himself/herself.  

The question is whether NENG and KEYI still perform differently in PERMISSION 

situation type. Following Klinge’s (1993) analysis, we assume that NENG and KEYI 

are analogous to the comparison between CAN and MAY. In terms of the 

context-derived approach, like the nature of CAN and MAY, both NENG and KEYI do 
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not assure the SITUATION REPRESENTATION is a true description of WORLD 

SITUATION. That is to say, these two modal verbs only specify the POTENTIAL of 

correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION. The 

difference is that NENG always stay in a neutral position while KEYI involves an 

‘either true or false’ implication. In other words, the linguistic semantics of a sentence 

encompassing NENG does not hypothesize whether the SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

eventually becomes a true description of WORLD SITUATION, i.e. it only indicates that 

the correspondence and non-correspondence both serve a possible and valid position 

whereas KEYI specifies speaker’s expectation in that such SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION corresponds with WORLD SITUATION or not. Thus, in terms of the 

AGENT-EVENT, an utterance of a sentence containing NENG does not convey the 

speaker’s commitment to anything happening at all but an utterance of a sentence 

encompassing KEYI reports anticipation to existence or non-existence of an inferred 

situation. Such assumption can be verified by the case in which KEYI and NENG are 

stacked in one sentence of utterance. Consider the following example: 

(64) ‘Although the condition of frontier is bad, we still (probably) can be (possibly) 

able to perform our ability much better.’ 

   a. 邊疆雖然條件差，但 可以 能 更好地發揮才幹   (Sinica Corpus) 

    bianjian suiran  tiaojian cha, dan keyi   neng genghaode fahui  caineng 

    frontier though condition bad but can  be able to better  bring   effort 
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   b. ?邊疆雖然條件差，但 能 可以 更好地發揮才幹 

    bianjian suiran  tiaojian cha, dan   neng      keyi  genghaode   

frontier though condition bad  but capable of   possibly  better  

fahui   caineng 

bring   effort 

Hsin (2000: 263) observes that Chinese epistemic modals, like Southern Min, are 

situated on the highest level in syntactic structure and then deontic modals are located 

on lower position, i.e. epistemic always precedes deontic. This implies that the reason 

why (64b) is semantically unacceptable is that KEYI involves more speaker’s attitude 

than NENG so that KEYI acts as an operator to lead an expectation where ‘the 

POSSIBILITY or ABILITY of brining efforts’ is truly a description of actual statement or 

not. Therefore, adopting form Leech’s (1987: 70-76) indication as addressed by 

Klinge (1993), NENG and KEYI involve ‘theoretical possibility’ and ‘factual 

possibility’ respectively in POSSIBILITY situation while they also implicate ‘having 

permission’ and ‘giving permission’ respectively in PERMISSION situation. In general, 

the processing model toward utterances of sentences containing NENG and KEYI is 

illustrated as follows:  

(65) Processing Model of Utterances Containing NENG and KEYI 

NENG 

 

 

POTENTIAL 

WORLD SITUATION 

~WORLD SITUATION 

AND 
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KEYI 

 

 

 

3.2.3 HUI 會會會會  

Based on the previous studies, the following examples illustrate three identified 

modal expressions - ABILITY, PREDICTION and GENERIC - encoded in the utterances 

of sentences encompassing HUI :  

ABILITY 

(66) 德國開商展時，非常需要會德語和中文的人    (Sinica Corpus) 

    Deguo   kai  shang-zhan       shi, feichang  xuyao hui  deyu  han 

Germany hold business exhibition when  quite   need can German and 

zhongwen  de   ren 

    Chinese    of  people 

    ‘When Germany holds the business exhibition, we quite need people who can 

speak German and Chinese.’ 

(67) 蕙如是個會看畫的人         (Sinica Corpus) 

    Huiru  shi  ge  hui  kan      hua    de   ren 

    Huiru  is  CL  can  evaluate  painting PRT person 

    ‘Huiru is a person who can evaluate (the value of) paintings.’ 

It is not controversial that the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS described by the 

PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT ‘be able to speak German and Chinese’ and ‘be able to 

POTENTIAL 

WORLD SITUATION 

~WORLD SITUATION 

OR 
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evaluate the value of paintings’ in (66) and (67) respectively are interpreted as 

AGENT-EVENT in which the third person plural subject ‘people’ in (66) and third 

person subject ‘Huiru’ in (67) are endowed by nature with these intrinsic capacities 

motivated by the agents themselves.  

PREDICTION 

(68) 水深將達六至十公尺，估計會淹死六百萬人    (Sinica Corpus) 

    shui   shen  jiang  da  liu  zhi  shi gongchi, guji    hui yan-si  

water  depth  will  reach six  to  ten  meter  estimate will drown 

liu-bai-wan  ren 

    six-million  people 

   ‘Water depth will reach six to ten meters and it is estimated that six million people 

will be drowned.’ 

(69) 開設境外航運中心後，相信會吸引一些國際性的航運公司 (Sinica Corpus) 

    kaishe   jingwai hangyun zhongxin  hou, xiangxin hui xiyin  yixie  

    establish offshore shipping  center  after  believe will attract several 

guojixing     de hangyun gongsi 

international  of shipping company 

‘After establishing the offshore shipping center, (we) believe it will attract 

several international shipping companies.’ 

(70) 天氣要等到明天白天以後才會開始回升     (Sinica Corpus) 

    tianqui yao dengdao mingtian baitian yihou cai hui kaishi huisheng 

    weather will until tomorrow day after only will start rise 

    ‘(Temperature of) weather will rise tomorrow.’ 
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GENERIC 

(71) 世界著名的學術刊物，本身會有一套書目引用標準  (Sinica Corpus) 

    shijie zhuming de xueshu  kanwu, benshen hui  you  yi-tao   shumu 

    world famous of academic journal  itself  will  have one-CL reference 

yinyong biaozhun 

citation  criteria 

‘A famous journal in the world will possess its own criteria of reference citation.’ 

(72) 烏魚都會在寒流季節出來活動       (Sinica Corpus) 

    wuyu  dou  hui  zai  hanliu  jijie  chulai huodong 

    mullet  all  will  in   cold  season  out  move 

    ‘Mullets will move around in cold season.’ 

(73) 身體內有火會讓體內的水份蒸發      (Sinica Corpus) 

    shenti  nei   you huo  hui  rang     ti-nei   de shuifen zenfa 

    body  inside have heat  will  make body-inside of  water evaporate 

    ‘The internal heat will evaporate water inside the body.’ 

From the utterances of (68)-(73), the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS described by 

‘six hundred thousand people being drowned’, ‘attracting international shipping 

companies’, ‘temperature rising’, ‘a famous journal in the world possessing criteria of 

reference citation’, ‘Mullets moving around in cold season’ and ‘The internal heat 

evaporating water inside the body’ in these examples respectively, like we have 

illustrated in the previous sections, provide the addressees with a testing 

WORLD-EVENT to examine whether they are corresponding to WORLD SITUATION. 
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Therefore, in terms of WORLD-EVENT, three situation types are identified in the 

present study: POSSIBILITY, PREDICTION and GENERIC. Here we tend to define their 

characteristic as follows: 

� POSSIBILITY 

A future unverified WORLD-EVENT which has either correspondence or 

non-correspondence to WORLD-SITUATION 

� PREDICTION 

A future unverified WORLD-EVENT which has highly possible correspondence to 

WORLD-SITUATION 

� GENERIC 

A verified and existing WORLD-EVENT which depicts a true description of 

WORLD-SITUATION 

Back to the speaker’s judgment toward the SITUATION REPRESENTATION described 

by PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT when using HUI in the utterance, here we still follow 

Klinge’s (1993) argument on WILL and contend that HUI signifies the assurance of 

which the SITUATION REPRESENTATION is surely a true description of WORLD 

SITUATION. Processing model toward utterances containing HUI is depicted as 

follows:  

(74) Processing Model of Utterances Containing HUI 

 

 

POTENTIAL 

WORLD SITUATION 

~WORLD SITUATION 
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3.2.4 YAO 要要要要 

In general, three modal interpretations implicated from the utterances of sentences 

containing YAO are detected: VOLITION, OBLIGATION and PREDICTION. See the 

following examples:  

VOLITION 

(75) 我們要送你很多牛，很多羊，給你最好的帳蓬   (Sinica Corpus) 

    women yao  song ni  henduo niu, henduo yang, gei  ni  zuihao de zhangpeng 

    we    want give you  many cow many  sheep give you  best  of tent 

    ‘We want to give you many cows, sheep and the best tent.’ 

(76) 他要將這種感情寫在歌裡        (Sinica Corpus) 

    ta   yao  jiang zhezhong  ganqing   xie  zai   ge  li  

    he  want  with this-kind  emotion  describe in  song within 

    ‘He want to describe this kind of emotion within his song.’ 

Following context-derived approach, the intentional activities ‘giving many cows, 

sheep and the best tent’ in (75) and ‘describing this kind of emotion within the song’ 

in (76) are deliberately performed by first person plural subject and third person 

singular subject of both examples respectively, that is, these SITUATION 

REPRESENTATIONS imply an AGENT-EVENT motivated by the agent himself/herself.  

OBLIGATION 

(77) 憲法規定總統提名行政院長要經立法院同意    (Sinica Corpus) 

      xianfa   guiding  zongtong  timing  xingzhengyuanzhang  yao  
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constitution stipulate  president nominate     premier     have to  

       jing     lifayuan   tongyi 

through Legislative Yuan approve 

    ‘Constitution stipulates that the premier nominated by president has to be 

approved by Legislative Yuan.’  

(78) 學生要尊敬老師          (Sinica Corpus) 

    xuesheng  yao   zunjing laoshi 

    student  have to  respect teacher  

    ‘Students have to respect their teachers.’ 

(79) 選罷法中規定競選經費要申報       (Sinica Corpus) 

    xuanbafa zhong      guiding  jingxuan jingfei   yao    shenbao 

    Election & Recall Law stipulate election  expense  have to declare 

    ‘Election and Recall Law stipulates that election expenses must be declared.’ 

In the context of (77) and (79), ‘Constitution’ and ‘Election and Recall Law’ both 

deliver specified obligated source, the laws, for speakers to impose an OBLIGATION on 

the addressees, president and candidate, in performing the intentional action as 

described by the proposition ‘nomination of premier approved by Legislative Yuan’ 

and ‘declaration of election expense’ in both samples respectively. In the context of 

(78), on the other hand, it has the same methodology to decode the utterance 

interpretation but the difference is that the unspecified obligated source, social custom, 

also inherently specifies an OBLIGATION on students to make them respect their 

teachers. Therefore, in the OBLIGATION situation, the speaker intentionally produces 
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an AGENT-EVENT which is motivated by an obligated source, whenever specified or 

unspecified, other than the agent himself/herself.  

PREDICTION 

(80) 煤燃料一年要耗掉近九百萬噸       (Sinica Corpus) 

    mei  ranliao yi-nian  yao  haodiao jin  jiu-bai-wan  dun 

    coal  fuel  one-year  will consume near nine-million  ton  

    ‘Near nine million tons of coal fuel will be consumed in one year.’ 

(81) 傳統新藥篩選要花1012年的時間      (Sinica Corpus) 

    chuantong   xin-yao shaixuan  yao hua 1012 nian de  shijian 

    traditional new-medicine filter   will cost 1012 year of  time 

    ‘New medicine filter in traditional way will cost 1012 years.’ 

(82) 當時武俠片導演楚原一年要拍三十部電影    (Sinica Corpus) 

      dangshi     wuxiapian   daoyan Chuyuan yi-nian  yao   

at that time  martial art film director Chuyuan one-year will  

      pai   san-shi-bu    dianying 

make  thirty-CL     movie  

    ‘At that time, the martial film director Chuyuan would make thirty  

movies in one year.’  

Again the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS described by ‘near nine million tons of 

coal fuel being consumed in one year’, ‘new medicine filter in traditional way taking 

1012 years’ and ‘the martial film director Chuyuan making thirty movies’ in the above 

samples respectively formulate a WORLD-EVENT waiting to be clarified whether it 
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accords with real description of actual statement.  

Now we turn to the characteristic of YAO used in utterance. YAO definitely 

possesses the identical function with HUI in which it also denotes the assertion about 

the highly possible correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION. However, we are wondering whether HUI and YAO act differently on their 

linguistic semantics. Consider the following example:  

(83) ‘Will Mom go to school with you tomorrow?’ 

a. 媽媽明天會跟你去學校嗎？ 

      mama  mingtian  hui  gen   ni qu xuexiao  ma  

      mom  tomorrow  will  with you go school  PRT 

    b. 媽媽明天要跟你去學校嗎？ 

      mama  mingtian     yao      gen  ni qu xuexiao  ma  

      mom  tomorrow  intentionally  with you go school  PRT 

For most native speakers, Sentence (83a) might be used to inquire the information 

about a WORLD-EVENT in which the proposition ‘Mom going to school with you’ is a 

true or not true description of a WORLD SITUATION while Sentence (83b) might 

request the existence of a message related to an AGENT-EVENT produced by an agent’s 

intentional action. Thus, HUI and YAO may involve the difference in which HUI is 

unspecified about the choice between WORLD-EVENT and AGENT-EVENT while YAO 

prefers to induce an interpretation of AGENT-EVENT.  
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3.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we have identified all the possible modal interpretations of each 

polysemous modal verb used in utterances in Mandarin Chinese by applying the 

alternative methodology of context-derived approach. Based on our present 

framework suggested by Klinge (1993), these modal expressions are not encoded in 

modal lexemes as the traditional descriptive-oriented approach argues but induced by 

the inference process in which the modal verbs which share the same semantic field of 

POTENTIALITY specify the correspondence between the unverified SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION described by different concepts of situation type, i.e. 

WORLD-EVENT and ANGENT-EVENT and assumptions about the referential situation, 

i.e. WORLD SITUATION. In the next chapter, based on the principled account for the 

different modal interpretations derived by the utterances of sentences containing each 

Chinese polysemous verb in contexts, we will aim to elaborate how our present 

methodology can best explicate modal co-occurrence in Mandarin Chinese.  
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CHAPTER IV 

Modal Co-occurrence in Mandarin Chinese 

It is well-known that the adjacency of modal verbs in Chinese is well developed 

and used frequently, while not all languages have such phenomenon, such as Standard 

English and Korean. Generally speaking, the order of words is a factor that dominates 

the meaning of sentence. Therefore, many linguists pay much attention to the 

multiple-modal construction. In what follows we will use the traditional 

descriptive-oriented approach to generate the initial observation on the 

multiple-modal construction of polysemous modal verbs in Mandarin Chinese and 

then apply our alternative semantics-pragmatics interface approach to explicate the 

regularity of distribution of Chinese modal co-occurrence.  

4.1 Initial Observation within Descriptive-oriented Approach 

As we have discussed in earlier section, traditional studies identify that modality 

system composes of three-layer modal interpretations cross-linguistically: epistemic, 

deontic and dynamic. When these three-layer modal expressions are assigned in the 

sentences containing two or more polysemous modal verbs in Mandarin Chinese, their 

ordering restriction is not arbitrary but accords with a severe regulation. First, we can 

find the same type of modal expression can co-occur in one sentence. See the 

following examples:  
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(84) 他 應該 會 聽到這個消息 

    Ta  yinggai hui  tingdao  zheige  xiaoxi. 

He  should will   hear   this     news 

“He should hear this news.” 

(85) 他 應該 會 能 完成這項作業 

    Ta  yinggai hui neng wancheng zhe-xiang zuoye 

He  should will can    finish    this   homework 

“He should be able to finish this homework.” 

In (84) and (85), YINGGAI and HUI both have identical epistemic modal expression 

because they specify speaker’s judgment of probability to the propositions ‘he hearing 

this news’ and ‘he finishing this homework’ in both sentences respectively. So the 

same kind of modal expression can be identified in one utterance. However, it does 

not imply that these two modal verbs with identical modal expression can freely 

interchange to each other in one utterance. Consider the following examples:  

(86) a. 他 可能 應該 知道這件事 

      Ta   keneng yinggai  zhidao  zhe-jian  shi. 

He   might  should  know    this   matter 

“It is possible that he should know this matter.” 

b. 他 應該 可能 知道這件事 

      Ta  yinggai keneng  zhidao  zhe-jian  shi. 

He  should  might  know     this   matter 

“It is possible that he should know this matter.” 

(87) a. 他 可能 會 去美國 
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     Ta   keneng  hui   qu   meiguo 

He    might  will   go   America 

“It is possible that he will go to America.” 

b. *他 會 可能 去美國 

      Ta   hui   keneng  qu   meiguo 

He  will    might  go   America 

“It is possible that he will go to America.” 

In sentence (86), both YINGGAI and KENENG are interpreted as epistemic 

interpretation co-occurring before common verbs and they can also interchange with 

each other. However, (87b) is ungrammatical even though both KENENG and HUI 

have epistemic interpretation. In fact, they can change each other in theory but they 

are contradictory in semantics because KENENG expresses that something may 

happen or may not happen, i.e. possibility while HUI denotes that something will 

happen, i.e. certainty. When KENENG occurs before HUI, KENENG+HUI expresses 

that it is possible that something will happen. On the contrary, HUI+KENENG 

expresses the contradictory meaning, that is to say, it cannot express the certainty for 

the uncertain things. So sentence (87b) is ungrammatical. On the other hand, YINGGAI 

and KENENG in (86) can interchange with each other because they both interpret 

possibility. Therefore, here we may temporally conclude that the order of modal verbs 

in the same modal expression can interchange with each other only if their semantic 

property is compatible.  
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When different types of modal verbs occur with each other, they should obey the 

ordering restriction of multiple-modal construction. The order of co-occurrence must 

be epistemic > deontic > dynamic and they cannot interchange. Both (88) and (89) 

can support this proposition:  

(88) a. 你 應該 可以 能 做那件事 

      Ni  yinggai  keyi  neng     zuo  nei- jian   shi 

     You  should  could be able to  do   that     matter 

     “You should be able to do that matter.” 

    b. *你 可以 應該 能 做那件事 

       Ni   keyi   yinggai  neng    zuo  nei-jian  shi 

You  could   should be able to  do    that   matter 

“You should be able to do that matter.” 

c. *你 能 應該 可以 做那件事 

       Ni  neng  yinggai   keyi    zuo   nejian   shi. 

      You could  should  be able to  do   that    matter 

      “You should be able to do that matter.” 

(89) a. 他 應該 會 願意 來 

      Ta  yinggai  hui     yuanyi    lai  

      He  should  will  be willing to  come  

      “He should be willing to come.” 

b.*他 會 應該 願意 來 

       Ta   hui  yinggai     yuanyi   lai  

       He  will   should  be willing to come  

“He should be willing to come.” 
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c. *他 願意 會 應該 來 

       Ta     yuanyi    hui  yinggai   lai  

       He  be willing to  will  should  come  

       “He should be willing to come.” 

The above analysis reveals that not only can the different modal expression but the 

same one be identified in one sentence. Meanwhile, all the evidences so far seem to 

yield the implication that the order of the same type of modal verbs can interchange if 

they have similar semantic property while the order of different types of modal verbs 

must obey the ordering restriction. Nevertheless, the modal co-occurrence is still not 

allowed in some cases even though these two polysemous modal verbs constitute 

correct variants of multiple-modal expressions. Back to (21) as repeated in (90) 

below: 

(90) ‘You will be able to earn much money.’ 

    a.  你 會 能 賺大錢 

        ni  hui  neng  zhuan  da-qian 

       you  will  can   earn   much-money 

    b.  *你 能 會 賺大錢 

         ni   neng    hui   zhuan  da-qian 

        you   can   able to  earn   much-money 

(91) a. 你 會 可以 辦到的 

      ni   hui   keyi   bandao-de 

     you  will   able   accomplish     
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     ‘You will be able to accomplish it.’  

    b.   小學老師不 可以 不 會 彈鋼琴 

        xiaoxue laoshi   bu  keyi  bu  hui  tan  gangqin 

      elementary teacher NEG can NEG able  play  piano 

    ‘It is not allowed for elementary school teachers not to be able to play the 

piano.’ 

In (90b) NENG has deontic interpretation denoting personal promise while HUI has 

dynamic interpretation denoting ability, in which they should be able to co-occur in 

theory but result in ungrammatical pattern. The multiple-modal construction HUI + 

KEYI in (91) has similar situation but they can interchange if they are both negated as 

in (91b). Additionally, we may also confront another case in which the same form of 

modal co-occurrence can be analyzed as different variants of multiple-modal 

expressions. Consider the following examples extracted from Huang (1999): 

(92) a. 他 應該 要 來 

      ta     yinggai   yao   lai 

      he   suppose to  will  come 

      ‘It should be the case that he will come.’ 

    b. 他 應該 要 來 

       ta     yinggai   yao    lai 

       he    necessary  should  come 

       ‘It should be the case that it is necessary for him to come.’ 

    c. 是我欠雁姬的， 我 應該 要 還     (Huang, 1999) 

      shi  wo  qian  Yanji  de   wo  yinggai   yao    huan 
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      be   I   owe  Yanji        I   necessary should give back 

      ‘It’s me that owe Yanji so it’s necessary that I should give back.’ 

    d.  戀愛 應該 要 衡量彼此的身分     (Huang, 1999) 

       lianai    yinggai   yao   hengliang  bici    de  shenfen 

      To love  necessary  should   judge  each other POSS status 

      ‘Before falling in love it is necessary that we should judge the status  

       with each other.’ 

(92a) and (92b) have the same pattern of modal co-occurrence but the former 

constitute an [epistemic-judgment + dynamic-volition] variant while the latter has 

identical ‘deontic-obligation’ interpretation. However, with the help of context 

information such as ‘Owing money’ in (92c) and ‘falling in love’ in (92d) we can see 

YINGGAI+YAO in each sentence only has identical deontic expression because both 

context information provide an obligation force.  

To sum up, all of these problems raised so far can be generalized as follows: since 

we have identified a three-layer modal construction in Mandarin Chinese, we expect 

every Chinese polysemous modal verb should be able to co-occur in any position of 

multiple-modal construction if they are semantically compatible. However, sentence 

(90b) reveals that we cannot predict ungrammatical modal co-occurrence only 

depending on the investigation of various senses of lexical meaning upon polysemous 

modal verb itself. On the contrary, we should consider other constraints involved in 

the restriction of modal co-occurrence, e.g. the elements surrounding polysemous 
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modal verb or the elements beyond sentence level, i.e. contextual information, as 

revealed in sentences (92c) and (92d). Additionally, we cannot also generate all 

variants of multiple-modal expressions of identical modal co-occurrence under the 

framework of traditional descriptive-oriented approach as demonstrated in sentences 

(92a) and (92b).  

4.2 Modal co-occurrence within Semantics-Pragmatics Interface Approach 

4.2.1 Hypothesis 

Since the discussion so far suggests that modal interpretation is determined by the 

inference process in which each polysemous modal verb possesses different core 

meaning in their lexical semantics and thereby assigns different constellations of 

correspondence and non-correspondence between the SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

described by different concepts of PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT and the referential 

WORLD SITUATION, then we will reasonably speculate whether these different core 

meanings encoded in each polysemous modal verb become a crucial point to motivate 

their ordering restriction in multiple-modal construction. In the previous sections, as 

Klinge (1993) suggests, we assume that the five Chinese polysemous modal verbs in 

our study also share the same semantic field of POTENTIALITY and thereby provide 

different degrees of procedural information about the POTENTIAL correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION. In fact, three different 
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degrees of procedural information have been identified in the last chapter, in which 

each degree encompasses its own representative polysemous modal verbs and they are 

depicted as follows:  

I. YINGGAI generates the only outcome of correspondence between SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION by eliminating the possibility of 

non-correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION.  

II. YAO and HUI directly specify the correspondence between SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION. 

III. KEYI and NENG hold the co-existence of correspondence/non-correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION. 

From the initial observation of these three degrees of procedural information, the first 

degree denoted by YINGGAI has the highest assurance of correspondence between 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION than the other two degrees 

because the speaker first rules out the possibility of non-correspondence when s/he 

has full evidence in which it is impossible that SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

eventually is not a true description of WORLD SITUATION so that the current 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION nearly corresponds hundred percents with the referential 

WORLD SITUATION. Compared with YINGGAI, though YAO and HUI also directly point 
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out the outcome of correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION, it still has the chance that SITUATION REPRESENTATION is not a true 

description of WORLD SITUATION. Nevertheless, YAO and HUI still have higher 

assurance than KEYI and NENG because the later two modals only hold the relation 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION on the neutral position 

without assuring the correspondence or non-correspondence between SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION.  

Additionally, although the utterances of sentences containing three modal verbs 

occur rarely in corpus data, these three levels of procedural information mentioned 

above themselves formulate a systematic pattern in the examples below: 

(93)  地方首長 應該 要 能 傾聽市民的心聲    (GigaWord Corpus) 

     defang shouzhang yinggai  yao  neng qingting shimin de  xinsheng 

      local    leader  must  should can   listen  citizen of heartfelt wish 

     ‘Local leaders should be able to listen to citizens’ heartfelt wishes.’ 

(94)  國軍 應該 要 隨時 可以 進入戰備狀態   (GigaWord Corpus) 

     guojun  yinggai  yao   suishi  keyi  jinru    zhanbei     zhuangtai 

     military  must  should anytime  can  into  combat readiness situation 

     ‘Military should be able to get into combat readiness in anytime.’ 

(95)  小孩子 應該 會 能 了解父母的用心    (GigaWord Corpus) 

     xiaohaizi yinggai hui neng   liaojie    fumu  de  yongxin 

     child   probably will can    realize  parents  of  concern 
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     ‘Children probably will be able to understand parents’ concern.’ 

(96) 國內民主政治的推展，政黨 應該 要 能 樹立良好典範 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

    guonei    minzhu  zhengzhi de   tuizhan,   zhengdang  yinggai yao neng 

domestic democracy  politic  of  promotion political party  should will can 

shuli lianghao dianfan 

     set  ideal   model 

    ‘In terms of the promotion of domestic democracy, it is obligatory for political 

party to be able to set an ideal model.’ 

(97) 稅制結構 應該 要 能 與經濟同步正向成長   (GigaWord Corpus) 

    shuizhi jiegou  yinggai yao neng yu   jingji     tongbu  

     tax structure  should  will can with economic  

     zhengxiang  chengzhang 

     synchronous  growing 

    ‘Tax structure should be able to have synchronous growing with economic.’ 

(98)  對方 應該 會 可以 接受和解的條件    (GigaWord Corpus) 

     duifang   yinggai hui keyi  jieshou   hejie     de tiaojian 

     other side probably will can  accept reconciliation of condition 

     ‘The other person involved probably will be able to accept the condition of 

reconciliation.’ 

Among all these examples, any other ordering variants in each sample will result 

in semantically unacceptable sentences. Hence, we can see YINGGAI always occupies 

the top position and then YAO & HUI and KEYI & NENG follow in that order. Although 
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this has the same finding with descriptive-oriented approach, the advantage of our 

alternative analysis is that we ensure all the five polysemous modal verbs in Mandarin 

Chinese are regarded as an unambiguous and consistent element with their intrinsic 

lexical semantics because the three categories of modality - epistemic, deontic and 

dynamic - where descriptive-oriented approach argues that modals encode these three 

modal interpretations are actually derived from our assumptions described by 

different SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS, i.e. WORLD-EVENT (POSSIBILITY, 

PREDICTION and GENERIC) vs. AGENT-EVENT (OBLIGATION, PERMISSION, VOLITION, 

ABILITY) about referential WORLD SITUATION. Thus, we assume that the STRENGTH of 

prediction to the POTENTIAL correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

and WORLD SITUATION represented by modal verbs plays an important role in the 

ordering restriction in multiple-modal construction. The more STRENGTH about the 

outcome of correspondence/non-correspondence the modal verb possesses, the higher 

position in multiple-modal construction it occupies. In what follows, we will see how 

the examples below found in the corpus data accord with our prediction.  

4.2.2 Data Distribution 

4.2.2.1 The Co-occurrence of Different Category 

I. The Co-occurrence with YINGGAI 

First, according to our hypothesis in the last section, YINGGAI can adjoin all the 
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other four polysemous modal verbs. See the following examples:  

YINGGAI + NENG 

(99) 鳥林投居民要求合理，政府 應該 都 能 接受  (GigaWord Corpus) 

    Niaolintou jumin    yaoqiu     heli,    zhengfu   yinggai  

    Niaolntou resident requirement reasonable government probably  

    dou neng  jieshou 

    all  can  accept 

    ‘The requests of the residents in Niaolintou are reasonable so the government 

should probably be able to accept it all.  

(100) 大學法部分條文修正案 應該 能 在上午順利通過 (GigaWord Corpus) 

       Daxuefa     bufen tiaowen xiuzhengan  yinggai neng zai  

       University Law  partial clause  amendment propably can  in  

       shangwu  shunli   tongguo 

       morning successfully  pass 

    ‘The partial amendment of University Law probably will successfully be able to 

pass in the morning.’ 

(101) 明年立委的選舉，國民黨 應該 還 能 佔有較多的優勢 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

    mingnian  liwei  de xuanju, guomingdang yianggai hai neng zhanyou  

    next year legislator of election    KMT   probably still can dominant  

     jiaoduo de   youshi 

     more  of  advantage 

    ‘In the legislator election of next year, KMT still probably be able to be 

dominant.’ 
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In the above examples, NENG first has the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS of 

WORLD-EVENT as its scope to denote the correspondence or non-correspondence to be 

verified by referential WORLD SITUATION. Next, YINGGAI occupies before NENG to 

reject the possibility of non-correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

and referential WORLD SITUATION in ensuring this unverified WORLD-EVENT is the 

true description of WORLD SITUATION. As we have discussed previously, NENG only 

holds the relation between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION on 

the neutral position. In other words, it has the lowest STRENGTH of prediction to the 

potential correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION so that it always occurs after YINGGAI which has the strongest prediction 

to the potential correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION. For instance, the proposition ‘the government accepting all requirements 

of Niaolintou residents’ in (99) describes the SITUATION REPRESENTATION of future 

unverified WORLD-EVENT. NENG here first denotes both possibilities of the 

government accepting or not accepting the requests of Niaolintou residents. Then 

YINGGAI rules out the possibility of which the government won’t accept the residents’ 

requests so that it specifies the proposition ‘the government accepts all the requests of 

Niaolintou residents’ eventually truly describes the referential WORLD SITUATION. The 

rest two utterances of (100) and (101) also accord with this mechanism. On the other 
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hand, the inferential process of utterances encompassing YINGGAI + KEYI also has the 

same mechanism with YINGGAI + NENG. See the following examples:  

YINGGAI + KEYI 

(102) 收購各地生產過剩的蔬菜 應該 可以 逐漸提高菜價 (GigaWord Corpus) 

    shougou   gedi    shengchan guosheng de  shucai   yinggai keyi zhujian  

buy   each place  produce  excessive of  vegetable probably can gradually 

tigao      cai-jia 

     increase  vegetable price 

    ‘Buying the excessively-produced vegetable of each place probably can 

gradually increase the price of vegetable.’ 

(103) 相信明年經濟成長率 應該 還是 可以 保持在百分之六左右 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

    xiangxin mingnian  jingji  chengzhanglu  yinggai haishi  keyi baochi zai 

believe  next year economic growth rate  probably  still  can  keep  in 

baifenzhi-liu zuoyou 

     percent-six  about  

    ‘We believe the growth rate of economic in next year probably should be able to 

be kept at around six percents.’ 

(104) 建立貨物直航構想 應該 可以 避免兩岸主權爭議 (GigaWord Corpus) 

     jianli   huowu     zhihang   gouxiang yinggai keyi bimian  liangan   

establish goods   direct delivery   idea  probably can avoid  both side  

zhuquan   zhengyi 

     sovereignty dispute 
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‘The idea of establishing direct delivery of goods between the two sides (of 

Taiwan and Mainland China) should be able to avoid sovereignty dispute.’ 

Although KEYI represents the speaker’s expectation in that the SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION corresponds with WORLD SITUATION or not, it still only specifies 

the POTENTIAL of correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION. That is to say, KEYI still has lower STRENGTH of prediction than YINGGAI. 

Thus, KEYI, like NENG, always occurs after YINGGAI in the utterance. Hence, taking 

the utterance of (102) for instance, KEYI first has the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS 

of WORLD-EVENT described by ‘buying the excessively-produced vegetable of each 

place gradually increasing the price of vegetable’ as their scope to denote the 

correspondence or non-correspondence to be verified by referential WORLD 

SITUATION and then YINGGAI occupies the higher position and thereby immediately 

rejects the possibility of non-correspondence to ensure this SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION is the true description of WORLD SITUATION. The same mechanism 

can also apply in the utterances of (103) and (104). Next, we will see the utterances 

encompassing YINGGAI + HUI and YINGGAI + YAO.  

YINGGAI + HUI 

(105) 未來政府在調整薪資時 應該 會 考慮到企業界的生產成本 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

      weilai  zhengfu zai tiaozheng  xinzi  shi yinggai  hui  kaoludao  qiyeje 
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future government on  adjust  salary when probably will think about industry 

de shengchan chengben 

     of production cost 

     ‘In the future, it is very likely that the government will take the production costs 

of industry into consideration when adjusting salary scales.’ 

(106) 經濟部認為下半年經濟情勢 應該 會 較樂觀  (GigaWord Corpus) 

       Jingjibu                 renwei   xiabannian    jingji-qingshi  

Ministry of Economic Affairs think  second half year economic situation 

yinggai  hui  jiao  leguan 

      probably will  more positive 

     ‘Ministry of Economic Affairs thinks that the economic situation probably will 

be more positive in the second half of the year.’ 

(107) 美國方面只要達到目的 應該 會 立刻停止軍事攻擊行動 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     Meiguo fangmian  zhiyao  dadao   mudi    yinggai hui    like  

America  side  as long as achieve destination probably will immediately 

tingzhi junshi gongji xingdong 

      stop military attack action 

     ‘In the perspective of America (government), as long as they achieve their goal, 

military attack is very likely to be immediately stopped.’ 

As we have discussed in the last chapter, the speaker uses HUI to directly predict the 

highly possible correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD 

SITUATION. Nevertheless, it still leaves the chance that the SITUATION 
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REPRESENTATION of unverified WORLD-EVENT eventually may not truly describe the 

actual statement of affairs. Thus, even though HUI has higher assurance than NENG 

and KEYI, HUI still has lower STRENGTH of prediction than YINGGAI so that HUI 

generally follows after YINGGAI and precedes NENG and KEYI in one utterance. For 

example, in Sentence (105), the SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS of WORLD-EVENT 

described by ‘the government thinking about the production cost of industry when 

adjusting salary’ is first specified by HUI to denote the highly possible 

correspondence between this unverified WORLD-EVENT and referential WORLD 

SITUATION. Then YINGGAI occupies the higher position to further strengthen the only 

outcome of which ‘the government really thinks about the production cost of industry 

when adjusting salary structure’ by ruling out the possibility of non-correspondence. 

The utterances of (106) and (107) also illustrate the same inferential process.  

YINGGAI + YAO 

(108) 政府在限制大陸勞工來台 應該 要 比外籍勞工的引進更嚴格 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     zhengfu   zai xianzhi dalu laogong lai   tai    yinggai yao  bi  waiji 

government on limit  China labor come Taiwan  must should than foreign 

laogong de  yinjing    geng yange 

     labor  of  introduction more strict 

     ‘In the perspective of government’s action, the introduction of China labors into 

Taiwan should be much stricter than that of foreign labors.’ 
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(109) 縣警局也認為 應該 要 有妥善的安全管理辦法  (GigaWord Corpus) 

     xian      jingju   ye renwei yinggai yao  you tuoshan de anquan  

county police office also think  must should have proper of security  

guanli       banfa 

     management regulation 

     ‘The county police office also thinks that they should possess a proper security 

management regulation.’ 

(110) 教育局呼籲家長 應該 要 慎選立案補習班   (GigaWord Corpus) 

       Jiaoyuju               huyu  jiazhang yinggai yao   shen   xuan  

Department of Education  request parents  must should carefully choose  

lian         buxiban 

     registered educational institute  

     ‘Department of Education request that parents should carefully choose 

registered educational institute.’ 

As we have described in Section 3.2.4, YAO possesses the identical function with HUI 

in which it also denotes the assertion about the highly possible correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION but YAO prefers to 

induce an interpretation of AGENT-EVENT. Thus, taking (108) for instance, YAO at first 

grants an OBLIGATION situation, i.e. an AGENT-EVENT not motivated by agent 

himself/herself, on the specified subject ‘government’ to ensure this specified subject 

will intentionally perform the obligated actions ‘severely controlling the introduction 

of China labors into Taiwan’. Then YINGGAI here is used to ensure that this 
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AGENT-EVENT is the only outcome and should be realized in real WORLD SITUATION. 

The rest of two examples of (109) and (110) also go through the same process in 

which they are first granted as an obligated AGENT-EVENT by YAO and further assured 

to be true in the real WORLD-SITUATION by YINGGAI.  

II. The Co-occurrence of HUI and YAO 

Our hypothesis also predicts HUI and YAO can both adjoin KEYI and NENG 

respectively. First, we will see the utterances containing HUI + NENG and HUI + KEYI 

as the following examples demonstrate:  

HUI + NENG 

(111) 李遠哲期待陳水扁當選總統 會 能 掃除黑金  (GigaWord Corpus) 

     Li Yuan-Zhe  qidai Chen Shui-Bian dangxuan zongtong hui neng  

Yuan-Zhe Li expect Shui-Bian Chen  elected  president will can  

saochu    heijin 

     eliminate corruption 

     ‘Yuan-Zhe Li expects that Shui-Bian Chen will be able to eliminate corruption 

when he is elected to be the president.’  

(112) 中央權力下放落實地方自治的情形勢必 會 更 能 反映符合民意 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     zhongyang quanli   xiafang   luoshi   defang zizhi  de qingxing  

Central power  decentralize implement local autonomy of situation  

shibi  hui geng neng fanying  fuhe   minyi 

     certain will more can reflect  match public opinion 
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     ‘The situation of government decentralization and local autonomy 

implementation certainly will be able to match public opinion.’ 

(113) 相信總有一天 會 能 找到巴金森氏症的解藥  (GigaWord Corpus) 

     xiangxin zongyouyitian hui neng zhaodao bajinsenshizheng  de jieyao 

     believe    someday   will can find out Parkinson’s disease of antidote 

     ‘We believe that we will be able to find out the antidote of Parkinson’s disease.’ 

HUI + KEYI 

(114) 海協會副會長唐樹備能否在今年年底來台很快就 會 可以 確定 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     Haixiehui fu-huizhang  Tang Shu-Bei  nengfou  zai jingnian-niandi  

ARATS vice-president  Shu-Bei Tang  whether  in end of this year  

lai    tai  henkuai jiu  hui keyi queding 

     come Taiwan  soon then  will can confirm 

    ‘Whether ARATS vice-president Shu-Bei Tang can come to Taiwan in the end 

of this year will soon be confirmed.’ 

(115) 從現在到2005年之間，(應)該 會 可以 成功飼育五十至七十隻貓熊 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     cong xianzai dao 2005 nian zhijan, (ying)gai hui keyi chenggong siyu  wu-shi 

from now   to 2005 year between probably will can  success  raise fifty  

zhi qi-shi-zhi  xongmao 

      to seventy-CL panda 

     ‘From now to the year of 2005, we should probably be able to successfully raise 

fifty to seventy pandas.’ 

In these utterances above, as we have discussed previously, KEYI and NENG at first 
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allow the co-existence of correspondence and non-correspondence between the 

WORLD SITUATION and SITUATION REPRESENTATION of WORLD-EVENT. Then HUI 

directly denotes the only outcome of which this SITUATION REPRESENTATION truly 

describes the actual statement of affairs. For instance, in utterances (111) and (114), 

NENG and KEYI hold the unverified WORLD-EVENTS ‘Shui-Bian Chen eliminating 

corruption when he is elected to be the president’ in (111) and ‘ARATS vice-president 

Shu-Bei Tang coming to Taiwan in the end of this year being confirmed’ in (114) 

respectively on the neutral position of which they can be or cannot be a true 

description of referential WORLD SITUATION. Then HUI directly specifies these 

SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS have highly possible correspondence with real WORLD 

SITUATION. Next, we will see the utterances encompassing YAO + NENG and YAO + 

KEYI.  

YAO + NENG 

(116) 未來的中央研究院院長 要 能 全心投入在台灣發展 (GigaWord Corpus) 

     weilai de Zhongyangyanjiuyuan yuanzhang  yao  neng quanxin  

future of   Academia Sinica   president  should can  fully  

touru     zai Taiwan fazhan 

     concentrate on Taiwan develop 

     ‘The future president of Academia Sinica should be able to fully concentrate on 

the development of Taiwan.’ 

(117) 訂定中華電信公司章程時一定 要 能 代表國家的利益  
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(GigaWord Corpus) 

     dingding  Chunghwa dianxin gongsi  zhangcheng shi   yiding  

Formulate Chunghwa Telecom company regulation when necessarily  

yao  neng daibiao   guojia de   liyi 

     should can represent  nation of  interest 

    ‘When formulating the regulation of Chunghwa Telecom, the content (of the 

regulation) should be able to represent national interest.’ 

(118) 司法人員務必 要 能 瞭解社會發展趨勢   (GigaWord Corpus) 

     sifa-renyuan   wubi  yao  neng liaojie     shehui  fazhan    qushi 

    judicial officer  surely should can  understand society development trend  

    ‘Judicial officers should be able to fully understand the trend of society 

development.’  

YAO + KEYI 

(119) 國家最需要的領導人是 要 可以 帶給台灣安全及安定  

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     guojia   zui xuyao  de lingdaoren shi  yao  keyi  daigei Taiwan  

nation  most need  of   leader   is  should can  bring  Taiwan  

anquan ji  anding 

     safety and stability 

     ‘The leader whom the nation needs most should be able to bring Taiwan safety 

and stability.’ 

(120) 計畫道路 要 可以 開闢才劃設     (GigaWord Corpus) 

     jihua daolu  yao   keyi   kaipi   cai  huashe 

     plan  road should  can  develop  only  design 
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     ‘Roads should be able to be developed before we start to plan.’ 

(121) 有關的管教行為在依法上或在措施上都 要 可以 有所依據 

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     youguan-de guanjiao xingwei  zai-yifahang huo  zai-cuoshi-shang  

relevant   discipline behavior  on the law  or  on the measure  

dou  yao  keyi  yousuoyiju 

     all  should can  hold basis 

     ‘The relevant discipline behavior should be able to hold basis whenever on the 

laws or measures.’ 

In the utterances of (116), (118) and (119), because the animate subjects ‘the 

president of Academia Sinica’, ‘judicial officer’ and ‘the leader’ in these examples 

respectively are explicitly addressed so that YAO here brings about an AGENT-EVENT 

in which the agent is motivated by other unspecified obligated source rather than 

agent himself. Therefore, the role of NENG and KEYI in these cases which originally 

allow both correspondence and non-correspondence is relatively weak. Regarding the 

other cases in (117), (120) and (121), like the situation of HUI + KEYI and HUI + 

NENG, NENG and KEYI first hold both correspondence and non-correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION of WORLD-EVENT and real WORLD SITUATION 

then YAO ensures only correspondence exists.  

4.2.2.2 The Co-occurrence within Identical Category 

In the previous sections, we have detected a severe ordering restriction in Chinese 
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modal co-occurrence: YINGGAI as the first level holds on the top position then YAO 

and HUI as the second level occupy after YINGGAI and KEYI and NENG as the third 

level are located at last position. The question is how we decide the ordering of 

co-occurrence inside each level. No doubt the first level only encompasses one modal 

verb YINGGAI so it has no need to discuss. So we will first consider the following 

utterances containing YAO and HUI:  

YAO + HUI 

(122) 即使是倉庫管理人員也必須 要 會 查詢電腦資料 (GigaWord Corpus) 

     jishishi  cangku     guanli  renyuan ye  bixu  yao hui chaxun  

even  warehouse management staff  also must should can search  

diannao   ziliao 

     computer  information 

     ‘Even the staffs of warehouse management also should be able to search for 

computer information.’ 

(123) 當學生最重要的就是 要 會 問問題    (GigaWord Corpus) 

     dang xuesheng zui  zhongyao de  jiushi  yao   hui  wen wenti 

      be   student most important PRT  is  should  can  ask question 

     ‘The most important thing for students is that they must be able to ask 

questions.’ 

(124) 國中三年級到高中，每人都 要 會 CPR   (GigaWord Corpus) 

        guozhing      san-nianji dao   gaozhong,        meiren  

junior high school  third-grade to   senior high school  everyone  

dou  yao  hui CPR 
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         all  should can CPR 

     ‘From third grade of junior high school to senior high school everyone should 

be able to operate CPR.’ 

Among all these utterances above, YAO and HUI both directly specify the highly 

possible correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS and referential 

WORLD SITUATION. However, YAO specially brings about an OBLIGATION 

interpretation, i.e. an AGENT-EVENT motivated by unspecified obligated sources other 

than the subject himself/herself. For instance, in Sentence (122), both YAO and HUI 

are used to assure the proposition ‘the staffs of warehouse management being able to 

search for computer information’ is realized as an actual statement of situation. The 

difference is that YAO here generates an OBLIGATION AGENT-EVENT motivated by the 

unspecified obligated source, e.g. company policy. Hence, the staffs of warehouse 

management in this utterance are addressed to necessarily perform the action of 

searching for computer information. In addition, we also find that the other two 

examples of (123) and (124) and other utterances containing YAO + HUI found in 

corpus all accord with the analysis mentioned above. On the other hand, although the 

numbers of HUI + YAO combination (11 entries) found in corpus are much less than 

YAO + HUI (213 entries), the former combination is still acceptable for most native 

speakers. Consider the following examples:  

HUI + YAO 
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(125) 他多少小姐都看不上眼了，還 會 要 娶妳這個殘花敗柳？(Sinica Corpus) 

      ta duoshao xiaojie dou kan-bu-shang-yan le   hai hui  yao  

he many   lady  all  spurn          PRT still will  can 

qu    ni  zheige can-hua-bai-liu 

      marry you  such  fallen woman 

     ‘He has spurned so many ladies. How is it possible that he will marry such a 

fallen woman like you?’ 

(126) 他既不帥又不有錢，誰 會 要 嫁給他阿？     (Google) 

     ta  ji  bu  shuai   you bu  you-qian shei hui  yao  jia  gei ta  a 

     he both not handsome and not  rich    who will want marry to him PRT 

     ‘He is neither handsome nor rich. Who will possibly marry him?’ 

Following our framework in the present study, YAO and HUI here again denote the 

highly possible correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS and 

referential WORLD SITUATION. Nevertheless, unlike (122)-(124), HUI in the above 

examples explicitly yields a PREDICTION reading, i.e. a WORLD-EVENT. For instance, 

in Sentence (125), although the sentence type is interrogative, the speaker uses HUI 

and YAO to indirectly assure that the proposition ‘he marries such a fallen woman like 

you’ is not realized in the real world. The difference is that HUI has its scope over 

YAO to generate a PREDICTION WORLD-EVENT. Sentence (126) also accords with the 

same analysis.  

Next, the utterances containing KEYI and NENG are demonstrated as follows:  
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KEYI + NENG 

(127) 這樣艱難的局勢下，我起碼 可以 能 讓你們有東西寫 (GigaWord Corpus) 

zheyang jiannan de  jushi   xia,  wo  qima     keyi   neng  

such  difficult of situation under  I  at least  capable of  can  

rang  nimen  you dongxi    xie 

     make  you   have something write 

     ‘Under such difficult situation, at least I may be able to make you have 

something to write.’ 

(128) 學會自己經營和推廣 可以 能 好好地建設CBA的品牌  

(GigaWord Corpus) 

     xuehui ziji jingying han tuiguang   keyi  neng haoahode  

learn self operate and promote  capable of can   well  

jianshe CBA de pinpai 

     create CBA of brand 

     ‘Learning how to operate and promote by yourself may be able to help you 

create CBA brand well.’ 

In the utterances (127) and (128), KEYI and NENG both indicate the co-existence of 

correspondence and non-correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

real WORLD SITUATION but KEYI further denotes speaker’s anticipation to existence or 

non-existence of an inferred situation in the real world. For example, in Sentence 

(127), both KEYI and NENG allow the proposition ‘I am able to make you have 

something to write’ to be the case or not to be the case in the real world. With the use 

of KEYI, it adds the speaker’s own expectation in that this proposition (SITUATION 
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REPRESENTATION) truly describes the actual statement of the situation (WORLD 

SITUATION) or not. Besides, among the rest of utterances containing KEYI and NENG 

found in corpus, we find that KEYI generally precedes NENG.  

To sum up, based on the discussion in the last chapter, we have indicated that HUI 

and YAO involve the difference in which HUI is unspecified about the choice between 

WORLD-EVENT and AGENT-EVENT while YAO prefers to induce an interpretation of 

AGENT-EVENT. Therefore, according to our observation above, the whole situation 

type of the utterance is usually interpreted as a WORLD-EVENT if HUI occurs before 

YAO while it is regarded as an AGENT-EVENT if YAO occurs before HUI. In other words, 

HUI and YAO can interchange in the second level but the ordering of their scope will 

determine whether the SITUATION REPRESENTATION is interpreted as a WORLD-EVENT 

or an AGENT-EVENT. On the other hand, we also have described that an utterance of a 

sentence containing NENG does not convey the speaker’s commitment to anything 

happening at all while an utterance of a sentence encompassing KEYI reports 

anticipation to existence or non-existence of an inferred situation. This observation 

also implies that KEYI involves more speaker’s attitude than NENG. Additionally, as 

we have told in the earlier discussion of NENG and KEYI, Hsin (2000) observes that 

Chinese epistemic modals which involve more speaker’s attitude always have higher 

position than deontic modals in the syntactic structure. In other words, the more 
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speaker’s attitude the modal involves, the higher position it occupies. As a result, we 

may conclude that KEYI generally precedes NENG in the third level.  

4.2.3 The Evidence of English Multiple-Modal Construction  

In fact, our present findings can also be supported by the modal co-occurrence in 

some English dialects even though they are marginal for most English native speakers. 

Multiple modals (double modals or triple modals) are periphrastic verb constructions 

characterized by the use of two or more modal verbs within a single verb phrase as in 

might could and used to could. Native speakers of many varieties of English including 

South Midland and Southern American English, Northern British English, Scottish 

English, Irish English, and Caribbean English regularly use at least one multiple 

modal occasionally, particularly in face-saving contexts (Mishoe and Montgomery, 

1994). Regarding the historical source, multiple constructions first appeared in the 

English language approximately eight hundred years ago shortly after the beginning 

of the Middle English Period (Herndobler and Sledd, 1976:196; Fennell, 1993: 433). 

According to Ogura’s (1993: 539-541) study, he identified that the early recorded 

examples of multiple modals include the occurrences of shal (not) mowe “shall (not) 

may” in the Wycliffe Bible, the most frequent multiple modal in Middle English. 

Fennell (1993: 430) demonstrates many examples of modal combination identified in 

Southern American English, such as may can, may could, might can, might could, 
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must can and must would. Mishoe and Montgomery (1994:3, 10, 20) further 

discovered that the three core multiple modals identified as most acceptable by all 

multiple modal speakers are might could, might can and might would from their 

corpus data. Fennell (1993: 434) further claimed that the actual occurrence of may or 

might as the most frequent initial modal within multiple-modal constructions supports 

that the core multiple modal system is composed of an epistemic modal as the first 

element and a deontic modal as the second element. Nagle (2003: 350) also had 

similar indication in that the core system of double modals consists of a sequence of 

modal auxiliaries, usually arrayed in tiers with the first tier consisting of the epistemic 

may, might, and must and the second tier consisting of the deontic can, could, should, 

will and would. In other words, the combinations of epistemic + deontic modal are 

typical in Modern English. However, if we examine these English double modal 

constructions further, whatever diachronically or synchronically, we find that they 

also generally follow our framework in the present study. Regarding the most frequent 

modal combination shal mowe “shall may” in Middle English, according to our 

present framework, shal directly asserts that the unverified SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION truly describes WORLD SITUATION while mowe denotes both 

correspondence and non-correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

real world. Hence, shal has more STRENGTH of prediction than mowe so that shal 
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precedes mowe in the Middle English multiple modal construction. Concerned with 

those modal co-occurrences in Modern English dialect as identified by Fennell (1993), 

following Klinge’s (1993) analysis, may and its past form might usually precede can 

and its past form could because may involves more speaker’s attitude than can. On the 

other hand, must also usually precedes can and would because must has highest 

STRENGTH of prediction than the other two modals. Therefore, our alternative 

methodology of semantics-pragmatics interface approach not only provides the 

Chinese multiple-modal construction with a principled exposition but accounts for 

other examples of modal combination cross-linguistically.  

4.2.4 Discussion 

As we have indicated in the very beginning, the previous literatures (Chao, 1968; 

Tsao, 1993; Her, 2008) assure that there exists restriction of multiple-modal 

co-occurrence but do not provide mechanism governing this ordering constraint. 

Following Hofmann’s (1993) traditional descriptive-oriented approach, Huang (1999) 

first examines the various modal interpretations of Chinese polysemous modal verbs 

and generates five major modality types (Capacity, Deontic, Epistemic, Generic and 

Volition). Then she utilizes this classification as her basis to explicate that the 

ordering restriction of multiple-modal construction in Mandarin Chinese accords with 

the following tendency: Logic-oriented (Epistemic) > Discourse-oriented (Deontic) > 
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Subject-oriented (Capacity, Generic and Volition). However, such analysis which 

assumes that each polysemous modal verb encodes multiple modal expressions has 

some drawbacks. First, this traditional approach cannot ensure the exact collection of 

various modal senses to each polysemous modal verb because the determination of 

modal interpretation is merely based on the author’s intuition. Thus, different 

analysts’ work (Lyons, 1977; Coates, 1983; Palmer, 1990, 2001) on modality 

basically depends on his/her own paraphrase (Klinge, 1993:316-317; Wu, 2009: 90). 

Second, descriptive approach cannot predict the ungrammatical modal co-occurrence 

which should be able to co-occur in theory. For example, back to our analysis of 

Sentence (90b): ?Ni neng hui zhuan da qian ‘You will be able to earn much money’, 

NENG here has deontic interpretation denoting personal promise while HUI has 

dynamic interpretation denoting ability. Under the descriptive-oriented approach, this 

co-occurrence should be correct in theory but eventually results in semantically 

unacceptable modal combination to most native speakers. Third, regarding the same 

pattern of modal co-occurrence, the traditional descriptive approach will result in 

various ambiguous multiple-modal variants. For instance, in the sentence ‘Ta yinggai 

yao lai xuexiao 他應該要來學校’, one possibility is that it constitutes an 

[epistemic-judgment + dynamic-volition] multiple-modal expression which is 

translated as ‘It is supposed that he will come to school’ while the other possibility is 
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that it constitutes identical ‘deontic-obligation’ interpretation which is translated as ‘It 

is necessary that he should come to school’. Therefore, it adds the complexity of 

accounting for every possible multiple-modal variants in Mandarin Chinese.  

Nevertheless, these disadvantages raised by traditional descriptive-oriented 

approach can be resolved in our current semantics-pragmatics interface approach. In 

our alternative framework suggested by Klinge (1993), we contend that these various 

modal expressions are not encoded in lexical item but are contextually derived. They 

are actually related to our assumption of different situation types that is waiting to be 

verified in the real context. According to Klinge (1993), these different situation types, 

i.e. SITUATION REPRESENTATIONS, can be generated to two major categories: 

WORLD-EVENT which signals the naturally occurring event or AGENT-EVENT which is 

induced by the agent himself/herself or by other unspecified sources, e.g. law or 

morality. Hence, modals are no longer encompassing multiple modal meanings in 

their intrinsic lexical semantics but are assigned a core of meaning to indicate the 

POTENTIAL correspondence between unverified SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

real context, i.e. WORLD SITUATION. Additionally, in light of the systematic account 

for different core meanings of each polysemous modal verb, we find that they 

constitute three different levels of procedural information: 1) an indirect way of 

saying correspondence by rejecting non-correspondence between SITUATION 
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REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION; 2) a direct way of saying correspondence 

between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION; 3) co-existence of 

correspondence and non-correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

WORLD SITUATION. After investigating the corpus data of Chinese modal 

co-occurrence, we find that the data distribution truly accords with our hypothesis of 

which the modals that have more STRENGTH of prediction occupy the higher position 

in multiple-modal construction and vice versa. In other words, we argue that these 

three levels of procedural information naturally formulate a rigid sequence in the 

utterance containing two or more modals. They are generally governed by the 

STRENGTH of prediction to the correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

and WORLD SITUATION. In addition to the ordering restriction across different levels, 

we also discuss the ordering constraint of modals inside the same level. In the second 

level, YAO and HUI can interchange but the ordering of their scope will influence 

which interpretation of event types, i.e. WORLD-EVENT or AGENT-EVENT, is prominent 

(See the discussion of (125) and (126)). In the third level, on the other hand, KEYI and 

NENG generally follow the ordering constraint based on the involvement of speaker’s 

attitude. In other words, KEYI involves more speaker’s expectation than NENG so the 

former generally precedes the later.  

In sum, the semantics-pragmatics interface approach used in the present study 
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modifies the drawbacks of traditional descriptive-oriented approach in several aspects. 

First, our framework suggested by Klinge (1993) ensures that every polysemous 

modal verb in Mandarin Chinese is assigned only a core of meaning and regarded as 

an unambiguous and consistent element with their intrinsic lexical semantics. Such 

alternative analysis can avoid the complexity of which the modals encode inconsistent 

collection of multiple modal expressions raised by previous studies of descriptive 

approach. Second, the present methodology can also best explicate the distribution of 

all utterances encompassing two or more modals. For example, the reason why 

Sentence (90b) is semantically unacceptable for most native speakers is that NENG 

has less STRENGTH of prediction than HUI because NENG only signals both 

correspondence and non-correspondence between unverified SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and referential WORLD SITUATION while HUI directly specifies that 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION truly describes WORLD SITUATION. Thus, NENG 

generally occurs after HUI in separate level according to the prediction of our 

framework. Third, regarding the same pattern of multiple-modal sentence with 

ambiguous modal expressions, we argue that these modal interpretations are not 

encoded in modal verbs but are derived from context. Consider the following 

examples: 

(129) a. 今天是返校日他 應該 要 來學校 
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       jintian shi    fanxiao-ri       ta yinggai  yao  lai  xuexiao 

       today  is  returning school day he  must should come  school 

       ‘Today is Student Returning Day so he should come to school.’ 

    b. 他 應該 要 來學校因為他書本忘了帶回家 

       ta yinggai  yao  lai xuexiao yinwei  ta shuben wang-le  dai  hui  jia 

       he probably will come school because he book forget-PRT bring back home 

       ‘He probably will come to school because he forgot to bring his book home.’ 

In utterance (129a), Student Returning Day is one of the school regulations so it 

provides a specified obligated source to bring about an OBLIGATION situation type, i.e. 

an AGENT-EVENT where the third person singular subject is required to come to school 

because of school policy. On the other hand, in utterance (129b), the proposition ‘he 

coming to school’ demonstrates an unverified WORLD-EVENT which involves 

speaker’s own judgment because the speaker holds the objective evidence ‘he forgot 

to bring his book home’. In terms of these two modals in their utterance, YINGGAI and 

YAO both assure that the unverified situation types, either AGENT-EVENT or 

WORLD-EVENT, will be realized in real WORLD SITUATION. In short, this analysis not 

only reduces the complexity of investigating the modal expressions of utterances 

containing two or more modals but generates various modal interpretations into two 

major categories of situation types: WORLD-EVENT and AGENT-EVENT.  

4.3 Summary 

Based on our discussion so far about multiple-modal construction within 
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semantics-pragmatics interface approach, the utterances of sentences encompassing 

two or more polysemous modal verbs in Mandarin Chinese can be translated into the 

following schema:  

[MODALA [MODALB [MODALC [ PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT ] 

The inferential process of this multiple-modal schema can be depicted as follows: first, 

the elements denoted by PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT together formulate an input of 

concepts to our mental SITUATION REPRESENTATION which is unverified in the future 

and waiting to be clarified with the referential WORLD SITUATION. Second, this 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION can be verified by either a WORLD-EVENT or an 

AGENT-EVENT. The former is specified by a naturally occurring event (epistemic) 

while the later produces an intentional activity that is motivated by the agent 

himself/herself (dynamic) or by other conditional and obligated sources than the agent 

himself/herself (deontic). Third, MODAL has this future unverified SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION, either WORLD-EVENT or AGENT-EVENT, as its SCOPE to signify the 

POTENTIAL correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and referential 

WORLD SITUATION. Fourth, when two or more MODALS together account for 

POTENTIAL the correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and referential 

WORLD SITUATION, the SCOPES of these MODALS naturally formulate a rigid sequence 

in one utterance. The ordering of this rigid sequence is governed by the STRENGTH of 
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prediction to the POTENTIAL correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

and referential WORLD SITUATION. Such STRENGTH represented by Chinese 

polysemous modal verbs can be generalized into three levels as the following figure 

shows:  

 

 

� LEVEL I 

An indirect way of saying correspondence by rejecting non-correspondence between 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION  

� LEVEL II 

A direct way of saying correspondence between SITUATION REPRESENTATION and 

WORLD SITUATION 

� LEVEL III 

Parallel existence of correspondence and non-correspondence between SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION 

KEYI >NENG YAO >HUI 

HUI >YAO 

YINGGAI Future Unverified 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION 

LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III 
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CHAPTER V 

Conclusion 

This thesis aims to formulate a schematic representation of modal form-meaning 

correspondence to explicate what mechanism governs the selection of modal 

interpretation within sentences containing multiple modal verbs. The main approach 

applied in this study is semantics-pragmatics interface analysis suggested by Klinge 

(1993) and Papafragou (2000) in which each modal encodes a core of meaning for a 

basis to derive the vast range of possible interpretations which the modal’s meaning 

may contextually receive. Back to our research questions as addressed in the very 

beginning and repeated as follows,  

I. How the following three-layer modal expressions: epistemic, deontic, and 

dynamic, are captured in the multiple-modal construction, for instance, the 

involvement of context information or unspecified semantic source? 

II. In light of the principled account for each polysemous modal verb’s different 

modal interpretations, how can we specify the regularity of modal 

co-occurrences? 

we have proved these two questions can be best answered under the alternative 

methodology of semantics-pragmatics approach. Adopting from Klinge’s (1993) 

analysis, the modal represents POTENTIALITY to operate on linguistic semantics at the 
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sentence level and specifies a POTENTIAL that the SITUATION REPRESENTATION is a 

true description of WORLD SITUATION or not. Thus, regarding Question I, these 

three-layer modal expressions - epistemic, deontic and dynamic - which traditionally 

has long been distinguished in descriptive-oriented approach are actually derived from 

different conceptions of the SITUATION REPRESENTATION, i.e. WORLD-EVENT and 

AGENT-EVENT that the sentence brings about because of assumptions about the 

WORLD SITUATION in separate event types. These three-layer modal expressions 

thereby need to be re-defined according to our current framework:  

� Epistemic (POSSIBILITY, PREDICTION, GENERIC) 

A WORLD-EVENT with no agent control inferred 

� Deontic (OBLIGATION, PERMISSION) 

An AGENT-EVENT motivated by the obligated or permissive sources other 

than the agent himself/herself 

� Dynamic (VOLITION, ABILITY) 

An AGENT-EVENT motivated by the agent himself/herself  

In sum, these modal expressions are not encoded in modal lexemes but brought about 

by the following inferential process. The modal verbs which share the same semantic 

field of POTENTIALITY specify the POTENTIAL correspondence between the different 

concepts of situation type, i.e. WORLD-EVENT and ANGENT-EVENT and assumptions 

about the referential situation, i.e. WORLD SITUATION.  
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Additionally, the core meanings of the intrinsic lexical semantic of five major 

polysemous modal verbs, YINGGAI, NENG, KEYI, YAO and HUI, are also discussed and 

depicted as follows:  

� YINGGAI plays a role of which it first rejects the non-correspondence between 

SITUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION so that the whole utterance 

interpretation derives that the SITUATION REPRESENTATION turns out to have 

highly possible correspondence with WORLD SITUATION.  

� NENG and KEYI do not assure the SITUATION REPRESENTATION is a true 

description of WORLD SITUATION. The difference is that NENG always stay in a 

neutral position while KEYI involves an ‘either true or false’ implication.  

� HUI and YAO denote the assertion about the highly possible correspondence 

between SIUATION REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION. The difference is 

that HUI is unspecified about the choice between WORLD-EVENT and 

AGENT-EVENT while YAO prefers to induce an interpretation of AGENT-EVENT.  

Thus, in answering Question II based on the elaboration above, we argue that the 

STRENGTH of prediction to the POTENTIAL correspondence between SITUATION 

REPRESENTATION and WORLD SITUATION governs the ordering restriction in 

multiple-modal construction. The more STRENGTH of prediction a modal verb 

possesses, the higher position in multiple-modal construction it occupies.  
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To sum up, throughout the whole discussion of the present study, we have developed a 

systematic argument to explicate the connection between modal interpretation and 

utterances of sentences containing multiple modals in Mandarin Chinese. However, 

due to the time and space limitation, the present study only deals with the affirmative 

sentences encompassing these five polysemous modal verbs but neglects the 

interaction with other identified elements such as modal adverb, modal particle and 

aspect marker. The scope of negation is also another interesting issue that adds 

complications in the multiple-modal sentences. These issues all remain for further 

research.  
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